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ADAMS USES TIRE Vast Saving in
to Result
CLUE IN SEIZING Taxes
from Conference
BRIDGE ROBBERS

BANQUET Mayor Scholtz of Louisville to
Mack Boyd, Author of ALUMNI
AT WELLS HALL
lirksey Kinklets,' Dies WELL ATTENDED Give Principal Speech at Rally

Patrolman Takes Brothers
Tuesday After Short
Search

Mac Boyd Dies Tuesday of Heart
Attack Near Home in
Kirksev
_
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BIRDSONG BOYS ARE
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Following the meager clue of a
tire track in the dew, Patrolman
Charlie Adams of Murray, took
Into custody early Tuesday afternoon .two brothers, C. D. and C.
B. Birdsong, in connection with
the robbery of Nolan Jetton, toll
kepper at the Eggner's Ferry
Bridge on Tennessee River.
According to Patrolman Adams,
one of the brothers was arrested at
his home in Trigg County and the
other in Christian county near
Hopkinsville, after ,he had visited
several business houses where the
brothers had spent part of the
money during the morning.
The brothers are 18 and 20 years
of age and are natives of Trigg
County. When taken one of them
had about six dollars in small
change in his pockets, while the
other had none. The whereabout
of the remainder of the money was
not learned.
The robbery occurred near 3
o'clock Monday morning, when a
single man forced the toll keeper,
at the point of a gun, to turn over
the contents of his cash register.
Approximately $150.00 was taken,
and the robber escaped in a car
which was parked nearby.

Local Woodmen Will
Hear Hon. Bradshaw
Camp 592, at Murray, will hold
a special meeting in the Business
Women's Club
and Professional
Rooms on Thursday evening, June
6, to listen to the address of Hon.
D. E. Bradshaw, president of the
Woodmen of the World, who will
speak over a national hook-up as
a part of the nation wide program
celebrating the fiftiet hanniversary
of the Association.
The general public is invited to
tune in on the address, which will
be given at 7 p. m. Station WSM.
Nashville, is probably the best station in this vicinity from which to
catch the program.
A number of Woodmen camps
throughout the country are having
special call meetings, as is the Murray camp, where radios will be
furnished for the purpose of hearing the President's address.

S.

Mrs. Raspberry
Dies in W. Hazel
Monday Morning

as*

a

Funeral services for Mrs. Pauline Moore Raspberry, who died
Monday morning at her home in
West Hazel following a long illness of „complications. were held
Tuesday morning at 11 o'clock at
the Hazel Church of Christ. She
was 26 years old and a lovely
Christian woman.
She leaves, besides her husbench her parents, Mrs. Lois
Camp, Everette Moore, and one sister, Miss Clarice Moore.
Funeral rites were conducted
by Eld. Henry Hargus of New
Providence. Pallbearers were Rexie
Davenport. Bob Moore, Walter
Moore, Ted Latimer, John Ed and
Burt
Johnson, active;
Robert
Moore, John Moore, Bernice Grogah, Tom -Linville, Toy Paschall,
and Mr. Broozelle, honorary. The
flower girls were Edith Paschall,
Emily Johnson, Mary Cochran,
Sady Nell Allbritten, Gracie Pearl
Harris, and Genevia Hutson.
Burial was in the Hazel cemetery.

Cason Maddox
Dies in Missouri
Was Son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Maddox of Hazel: Had
Many Relatives
Cason Maddox, 45, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert H. Maddox of
Hazel. died of pneumonia in Kansas City, Mcy: on May 21 at 4:30
,p. m. _ His sister, Mrs. Floyd M.
Fudge of Hazel and his wife, Mrs.
Marie Maddox, rushed to him immediately upon receiving the tel
gram. The body was acco
nied by his sister. Mrs. Fud e, to
its destination, Hazel.
. Funeral services were conducted
by C. H. Dye of Paris. Tenn., in
the home of Mrs. Fudge at 2
o'clock Friday afternoon. Interment was in the Libert Cemetery.
Surviving him are his widow,
Mrs. Marie Maddox and two chilThen. Sue and Jerry; three brothers,-Robert F. Maddox of Brownsville, Tenn., J. H. Maddox and
Thomas R. Maddox of Bruceton,
Tenn; three sisters, Mrs. Callie
Lowry and Mrs. E. E. Frye of
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Floyd M.
Fudge, Hazel; and his mother, Mrs.
Notia Maddox of Hazel.
Pallbearers were..s Oscar Turnbow, D. C. Clanton, Melton Marshall. Charley Denham, C. D. Paschall and Fred Bray..

Figures released by the Calloway County Court Clerk's office
today indicate that a saving of
approximately $22,000.00 to the taxpayers of Calloway County was
effected when a recent-delegation
from this county, composed of
Mrs. Mary Russell Williams, county court clerk, D. D. Crass, county tax commissioner, Boody Russell, Judge John Clopton, County
Attorney Wells Overbey and T.
0. Turner, chairman of the Board
of Assessors, conferred with members of the State Tax Commission.
The committee visited the State
Capitol to meet with the State
Tax Commissien- in protest of a
proposed 20% increase in taxes
on tangible personal property and
were successful in stopping this
blanket raise.
The proposed raise of 15% on
real estate was unaffected by this
conference.

Benjamin McBride "Mac" Boyd,
74, Kirksey, a prominent farmer,
was found dead by his wife Tuesday at noon in a field near his
home where he had been plowing.
Coroner Max Churchill said this
morniag he died of a heart attack.
Calloway
throughout
Known
county as "Lazy Ned"-a pseudonym he used for a weekly column
he wrote in The Ledger de Times
Kinklets", Mr.
called "Kirksey
Boyd was considered one of Kirksey's outstanding citizens. Failing
in health in recent months, he had
not contributed his column to
the Ledger in recent Weeks.
When Mr. Boyd failed to come
to lunch Tuesday at noon, his
wife became worried and went to
see about him.' She found him
slumped over a one-horse plow
in a field where he had been fixing tobacco ground, with the reins
still in his hands and the horse
standing at rest. He had been
dead some 30 - minutes, she estimated.
Three Hundred Expected to Mr. Boyd is survived by two
daughters, Miss Hontas Boyd, who
Gather in State
lived at home and Mrs. Eunice
Session
Luther, Graves county; a sister,
Mrs. Alice Alexander, Benton; his
SEVEN TO GO FROM
widow; and two grandchildren.
CALLOWAY COUNTY Funeral services were held at 2
o'clock Wednesday afternoon at
The seven vocational agricul- Mt. Carmel cemetery, with Elder
tural instructors of high schools G. C. Hesson of Lebanon, Tenn.,
in Calloway County plan to attend in charge.
annual State Conference
Vocational Agriculture
Hardinswill be held June 4-8 at TeacherLI
4 FORMER
burg, Ky. The men who will attend are Carmon Parks, Hazel, W.
H. Brooks, Training School, Bobbie Grogan, Lynn Grove, Raymond Story, Almo,
H. Walston, Funeral Services Wei'e Held TuesKirksey, Geo. Hurley, Faxon, and
day Afternoon for Frank
L. E. Hurt, New Concord.
Myers. 76
More than 300 people are expected to attend the conference,
Jim Frank Myers, a former resiwhich is co-sponsored by the Di- dent of the Crossland Community
vision of Program Study and Dis- died in Paducah, Sunday. at the
cussion of the Bureau of Agricul- home of his sun, John Myers,
tural Economics, U. S. Department where he had resided for some
of Agriculture and the Division of time.
Vocational Education of the State
Funeral services were conducted
Department of Education.
Tuesday afternoon at South Pleaswith Rev.
The general theme of the con- ant Grove Church
ference will be, "Guiding Philos- Overbey of Paducah in charge.
ophies for Workers in Agricultural Burial followed in the cemetery
Education." The conference • will there. Pallbearers were his grandopen at nine o'clock on Tuesday sons.
morning, June 4. The opening
Mr. Myers, who was 76 years of
address will be made by Dr. Mor- age, was a farmer and store
ris B. Storer of the Bureau of keeper at Crossland before moving
Agricultural Economics, Washing- to Paducah some twenty years ago
ton. Other speakers who are to to make his home.
appear on the program during the
He is survived by four sons,
four-day session are: Dr. Paul John G. of Lone Oak, George of
Johnstone of the Division of Farm Paducah, Will of St: Louis, Mo., and
Population and Rural Welfare, Bu- Charlie of Hazel; two sisters, Mrs.
reau of Agricultural Economics Martha Miles, of this county, And
Dr. Louis H. Bean, Counselor, Bu- Mrs. Cora Paschall, Paris; two
reau of Agricultural Economics, brothers, Davy and Lee Myers of
Dr. Donald Meiglejohn, Depart- Hazel. and several grandchildren
ment of Philosophy, William and and great grandchildren.
Mary College. Dr. Cherie* H. Judd,
Education Director, National Youth
Administration, Dr. John T. Wheeler, Head of the Department of
Agricultural Education, University
of Georgia. In addition to the
speakers from out of "the state, extension specialists from the College, of Agriculture, and members Officers to Be Elected at Meeting
in Court House at
of the staff of the Department of
7:30 O'clock
Agricultural Education, University
of Kentucky, will participate in
The Aanerican Legion will meet
the conference program.
This conference has been plan- at the Court House on Friday evned for the purpose of bringing to ening at 7:30 for the purpose of
Kentucky teachers of vocational electing officers for the coming
agriculture
national
leaders to year and setting a date for the
discuss the more important eco- picnic which was postponed from
nomic. social
and governmental last Sunday, May 26, because of
factors and policies affecting rural inclement weather.
No special program has been
people and rural life in Kentucky.
Forenoons will be devoted to ad- arranged for the observance of
dresses presented by the cooperat- Decoration Day, today in keeping staff. Afternoons will be given ing with the custom of the Post,
over to group discussions which flowers will be laid upon the
will provide for an exchange of graves of those who died during
ideas, points of view, and proposed the world war.
The picnic which . was schedueld
programs dealing with problems
for Sunday was to have included
raised in morning sessions.
all
ex-service men and. their famThe chief purpose of the conference is to develop an under- ilies. The parents and families - of
standing on the part' of teachers of soldiers who died while in service
vocational agriculthee, educational were to have been guests of the
leaders, and others interested in Mal post The picnic, which is an
present economic and social prob- annual affair„„„,wilf be held at a
lems in Kentucky and to trace na- later date.
tional policies, economic forces, and
social developments during the past
few years that have a bearing on
the present situation. It is hoped
that an analysis of the situation
and factors that have helped to
bring it about will give to teachers
R. B. Jones, secretrhy-treasurer
of vocational agrieultiare in Kentucky a basis for formulating a of the Airlene Gas Company of
sound instructional program that Fulton, said today his organizawill help in improving the condi- tion plans to expand its operations throughout this area and
tions of rural people.,
will erect an 18,000-gallon storage
tank in Murray.
Jones declared his company's
business here has grown swiftly
in the last few months, because,
W. 'I'. M. Jones, Pastor
he said of the superior quality of
the product it handles.
Sunday, June 2, the pastor will
He said Butane gas is being
preach at Palestine morning and
extensively ail over the counnight.
try, serving thole' people who are
iThe church schools will meet at ribt on a gas main. The Airlene
all our churches at the regular Gas Company has been supplying
hours
fuel for the past three years. and
Worship with us and enjoy the now accommodates more than 250
day.

AG TEACHERS TO
ATTEND MEETING
AT HARDINSBURG

RESIDENT
DIES IN PADUCAH

AMERICAN LEGION
TO MEET FRIDAY

Airlene as Co.
May Establish
Tank in Murray

Hardin Circuit

esed

Aloha Oe To
Lazy Ned - •
"Kirksey Kinklets" will be
published no more in the Ledger & Times. Our readers will
no longer enjoy the quaint philosophy of Lazy Ned,
For Benjamin Mac Boyd, author of "Kirksey Kinklets", died
of heart attack while plowing
In his tobacco ground Tuesday.
He was past 70.
We are sure, however, the
contribution Lazy Ned gave to
the
people
of
his county
through his column were invaluable. They represented the
views of an experienced and
thoughtful man. May his soul
rest.

Nominating Committee Presents Names for Officers
and Council
PLAN TO INAUGURATE
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

A GREAT PRIVILEGE!
silentiy
Today we shall stand with bcrated
honoring the thousands of fallen heroes who have
died in behalf of their country. Communities throughout our land will hold Memorial Services and will
place flowers upon the graves of these, our honored
dead.

EXPECT 500 TO
ATTEND BANQUET
SATURDAY NIGHT

A record breaking crowd at-,
Johnson, Myers, Hatcher,
nded the Alumni Banquet which
Brooker, Others May
Was held at Wells Hall last evenbe Present
In commemorating this day, it is our privilege
ag-- and -Officials of the 'Associaon stated that for the first time
to etch a little deeper upon our hearts the picture of
history tables for ,the guests
MAYFIELD JUDGE TO
their sacrifice and .so prepare ourselves to carry on
yere set up in both dining rooms.
BE TOASTMASTER
in a manner that is in keeping with the example set
! Following the excellent dinner ,
by those who fell.
skid the program which included I
Mayor Joseph D. Sholtz of
Oullege officials and representatives
Louisville will be guest spehker
Who knows how they died? The "glory" of
ftom the various classes ,as well as
at the First District Democrat Raltheir death lies only in the fact that they gave up
rnusical numbers, a short business
ly which will be held here Satursession was held, at which time the
their all, even life which is God's most precious gift,
day night in the Health building,
following names were presented by
earth.
upon
the
humanity
of
when leading officials of Kentucky
to further the cause
the nominating committee:
and members of Young Democratic
Their heights of greatness were achieved not in
Adran Doran, principal of WinClubs from the 14 counties of the
High School, was nominated
District meet for a dinner at 7
the act of defense but in the reverence we hold for
o'clock with a dance following.
for re-election as president; Denso bravely under the Stars and Stripes
who
went
those
Us McDaniel, superintendent-elect
Judge W. H. Crowder, president
call.
country's
their
at
Of Hickman County, was nominated
of the Young Democrat Club of
as vice-president; and -Mrs. George
Kentucky will be master of cereIt is ours to remember, on this Decoration Day
Hart was nominated for re-election
monies. State officials expected to
their
given
havemen
af secretary.
and on every other day, that
attend are Gov. Keen Johnson,
Lieut. Gov. Rhodes K. Myers, SecTwo .names from among the
lives to keep this a free and unfettered country. It
retary of State Glen Hatcher, and
Chairman Attributes Success of
aduates of the classes of 1931,
is ours to stand over their flower strewn graves and
Superintendent of Public InstrucDrive to Cooperation of
. 33, 34, 35, 36, 38. and 40 were
praise them for what they gave. A great privilege!
tion John Brooker.
All Citizens
presented to be voted upon . for.
Council.
places on the Executive
Tickets for the banquet may be
Quick reigionse on the part of
secured from A. H. Kopperud. .ar
Voting on these nominations will
citizens of Calloway County and take place by ballot which will
his office, Boody Russell at the
the cooperation of all civic groups, be mailed to active members of
County Court Clerk's office, or Guy
churches and sehools made poss- the Association by the secretary.
3illington. Young. Democrats of
ible the raising and passing of ; Inauguration of a Scholarship
Murray and Calloway County are
the county's quota of $600.00 for lliund, which proposes to give a
orged to purchase their tickets at
war relief, in a record time of six $100.00 scholarship to some worthy
once as the supply is limited and
days. A total of $666.60 was col- student each year was proposed.
the committee most make reservalected and gives Calloway County The details of this plan were to
tion for plates by Friday afternoon.
the distinction of being the first be worked out by a special comAccording to reports from other
county in Kentucky to reach its mittee which will meet in the near
counties in the district the sale
allotted quota, Chinn. W. Z. Car- fitture.
of tickets is going forward and
Trapped English Army
ter stated today.
indications are that
group of
Fights in Retreat
'An amendment to the constitution
Following the invasion of the
from 500 to 600 will gather at the
was proposed which would allow
to Sea
Building
for
the
dinner
and
Health
Low Countries the American Red
no person to remain on the Exspeaking, which will follow. The
Cross sent out a plea throughout ecutive Committee after October
PARIS, May 30-The Allies last
speaking will begin at 8 o'clock
the United States in an effort to unless said person was an active
night gave up 'as lost the Battle of
and the public is invited to attend.
raise a vast sum of money to send rsember of the Association.
Shipley
Eugene
of
Mrs.
Father
retreat,
great
Flanders and, in a
Music throughout the banquet
medical supplies, clothing,
and
Following die business session opened the flooded sluices around
Had Lived in Calloway
and for the dance, which will be
food to lessen the suffering of the Alumni sponsored a floor
45 Years
port
last
their
guard
Dunkerque
to
held at the Skating,' Rink followthose left homeless and- bereft by show at the farewell dance which
of escape on the sea,
ing the speaking, will be furnished
the war.
was given in the Health Building.
Friheld.
services
were
Funeral
North
the
by Billy Shelton's onchestra.
The bloody conflict in
The quota in each locality was Children of alumni members and
day afternoon, May 24, at Cherry
The proposed program for the
raised materially and everyone was other dancers and singers pre was all but over. The Germans,
ti,st Church for A. G. evening is as follows:
thus, were-kg:1. substantially in con- Coriagg
urged to coritribete as much as he
1W -straw, which
Cunningisami Who died at the twine
industrial
Northern
France's
of
trol
Invocation-Eld. C. L. Francis
pipssibly could to this worthy tlitikastically received.
region and her Northwest Coast, of his daughter, Mrs. Eugene ShipDinner
use.
mornThursday
of
Murray
ley,
east
across from England.
Song-My Old Kentucky HomeA new York, Washington and
The Rev,
long
illness.
ing
after
a
At least, however, the Battle had J. H. Thurman and Sam P. Mar- Assembly, accompanied by the orHollywood broadcast on Sunday
given the Allies time to build a tin were in charge of the services. chestra.
gave an hour's program, featuring
Address of Welcome - Hiram
strong Southern Front along the Burial tqok place in the City
such prominent personalities as
Tucker, president Calloway County
Somme and Aisne Rivers, for 200
Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Norcemetery..
Club.
man H. Davis, head of the Amer- Burman Parker Warns Against miles across France.
Mr. Cunningham, who was born
Introduction of officers and disThe virtual collapse of the Allied
ican Red Cross,. and outstanding
Spread of Rabies Epidemic
5,
1854,
County
January
Trigg
in
tinguished
guests.
cause in Flanders,- after the Belscreen and radio stars, for the
In Murray
this
county
made
his
home
in
had
Address-Mayor Joseph D. Sholtz
gian Army's surren der ordered by
benefit of making the entire nawhere he had been
Dance.
left their flanks wide for 45 years,
tion conscious of the drive to raise
Chief of Police Burman Parker King Leopold
a prominent farmer.
funds and raise them as quickly warned Murray dog owners today open. came amid scenes of fire and
Converted at an early age, Mr.
as possible.
to keep their animals up until the flood.
Cunningham joined the Missionary
. Although
Calloway
County's local maddog scare is over, or else -French Troops Fight Rearguard
Baptist Church and upon his reAction
quota has been raised, contribu- run the risk of the city departmoval from Trigg County placed
While the waters rose steadily in
tions are still acceptable as the ment's killing them.
his .membership in the Cherry
Whereas, the milk
producers
need for aid is increasing daily.
He said local police had killed the vast system of streams around Corner church where it remained
and dairies of Kentucky and of
Donations may be left with any 30 dogs running loose and would Dunkerque, French divisions fought until his death.
the Nation have organized in an
of the Murray church pastors or be on the alert for other animals across the tortured landscape to
Surviving him are two claugh= 'effort to stimulate the use of milk
hold the rear while British troops
at the office of the Ledger & running free.
with during the month of June, -at a
Times.
Several mad dogs have been re- defended the main-points-of passage ters, Mrs. Eugene Shipley,
The following is a partial list of ported in Murray, and Tuesday a for the main fortes 'seeking the whom he resided, and Mrs Fulton time of peak production, and
Memphis.
Tenn.,
three
Young
of
Whereas, the dairy industry of
large contributions which helped dog is reported to have bitten two coastline.
produces almost one
Meanwhile, other capitals re- sons, Harry of Donnelly. Idaho. Kentucky
the chapter here in raising their colored children in East Murray.
Gordon
of
Altamont.
Ill..
and
third
of the farm income of the
developments:
ported these war
quota:
The dog is under observation.
of
Chamberlain,
South
DaHomer
reported
Lille
Commonwealth,
and
Berlin-Germans
Hazel Business Men
$42.50
The city police department is
Whereas, the increased conMrs. W. S. Swann,
25.00 taking these measures in order to and Ostend captured; predicted an- kota, and eight grandchildren. His
Dr. A. M. Wolfson
10.00 insure the well-being of the town's nihilation or surrender 'of a half wife, Mrs. Helen Cunningham, has sumption of milk is conducive to
million trapped Allies within two been dead for approximately six the betterment of health and welMiss Alice .Keys
10.00 residents, Chief Parker said.
years.
fare, and
days.
Miss Nadine Overall
10.00
Whereas. milk is an unparalleled
London-planes blasted Germans
Out-of-town people attending the
W. C. Underwood
10.00
in an effort to keep the Dun- funeral were Mr. and Mrs. Fulton food for both old and young; reTraining School
31.00
freshing,
invigorating and appetizkerque outlet open; Americans Young, Memphis. Mr. and Mrs.
Murray High School
14.00
and other foreigners were placed Homer Cunningham, Chamberlain, ing,
NOW 'THEREFORE, as Mayor
under wartime restrictions; the S. D., Mr. and MaN Gordon CunFuneral services for R. T. Doug- King sent encouragement to im- ningham, Altamont,'Ill., Mrs. Fan- of the City of Murray, I do herelas, 60, wlatit died early this morn- periled troops; British announced nie Cunningham and children. by proclaim in the month of June,
ing at the Clinic-Hospital here the capture of Narvik, Norway ore Centralia, Ill., W. M. Wells, Mar- 1940, as "Dairy Month" and do
following a several-rays' illness port.
tin,' Tenn., Tharp and Garland respectfully urge all citizens of
Parties for the purpose of better of an intestinal disorder, Will be
Rome-Italy is expected to strike Cunningham, Cadiz, and Mr. and Murray and Calloway county to
acquainting the public with the conducted tomorrow morning at in the Mediterranean and south- Mrs. Lewis Jackson, Paducah,
eat and drink more of the debenefits of REA service will be Antioch cemetery in this county. ward, rather than directly against
licious. wholesome products of the
held this week in three rural The minister in charge will be France, if she enters the war:
dairy cow and do all in their
homes in Calloway County.
Elder J. B. Hardeman of Maypower to promote the increased
Moscow-Russia cold-shouldered
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Farris open- field. Mr. Douglas was a resident the British Trade Mission; deuse of dairy products on the part
ed their home Wednesday evening; of the Brown's Grove section in manded negotiations through the
of all; thus lending their aid not
Mrs. Eva Curd has arranged a the western part of the county.
only to their own better health,
Ambassador.
party at her home tonight, and 'Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
but contributing to the welfare of
The allies brought on the DunFriday evening, Mr. and Mrs. Lu- Minnie Douglas; a daughter, Mrs. kerque inundation by opeTang the
our great farm industry.
ther Parks have arranged an in- A. E. Mayfield; four sisters, Mrs. locks southwest and northeast of Commencement Program Schednled
GEO. HART,
for Tonight at Methodist
formal gathering of friends.
John Singleton, Mrs. Henry Dar- the city, on the great canal that
Mayor
Church
These informal "electric parties" nell, Mrs. George Arnett, and flows by there and follows the
Attest
will strive to acquaint members Mrs. Wash Jews. all of this coun- coast for many miles.
Chas, B. Grogan,
and prospective members along ty: and three brothers, Ewen, M.
City Clerk
Graduating exercises_ for the
Floodgates On Yser Reported
the REA lines with the principles H.. and Will Douglas,_also of this
Mason Hospital's sghool of nursing
Opened
of the Cooperation.
county.
TheUnited Press
said French will. be conducted tonight at the
forces were reported by a military First Methodist church, with Elder
WE CONGRATULATEspokesman to have opened the Robert Whitsett delivering the commencement
address.
floodgates on the Yser River near
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Toild of
Nieuport in an effort to halt the
Miss Jane Sexton will play the
Nazi drive on Dunkerque. twen- prelude and the processional on the Murray Route 3 upon the birth of
/
2 pound daughter, born May
ty-two miles south of Nieuport.
pipe organ; Prof. William H.' Fox an 81
His statement indicated that the Will' give a violin solo, and the Rev. 24.
Dr. Charles H. Judd Gives Dr. Judd was introduced by French
Mr. and Mrs. Dillon Thornton
had been at least partial- J. Mack Jenkins will say the inAddress to 128
President Richmond as a "bril- ly successful in a race with the vocateion. After it vocal solo by upon the birth of Joe Pat. an 8
liant American". He spoke elo- German motorized forces to reach Prof. Leslie R. Putnam and the pound son who arrived at their
Seniors
quently, following a selection by the locks of Nieuport and re-enact main address. Dr. W. H. Mason will home on Route 3. May 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby Bucy, Mur. After hearing Dr. Charles H. the Girls' Glee Club.
the historic 1914 flooding of the present diplomas to the graduates
Judd, professor emeritus of educa"The younth of America is now Yser which proved an effective and his wife. Dr. Ora _K. Mason, ray Route 4, upon the .birth of a
6le pound son born today.
tion at the University of Chicago, Democracy's hope," Dr. Judd said. obstancle to the Kayser's armies. will give hospital pins.
Mr .and Mrs. W. B. Outland,
declare that never in the history "We know that edut-ation means
The World War flooding of the
The Rev. Sam P. Martin will
of the world have young people much, but it must be tempered Yser climaxed the Battle of Yser, give the benediction.
Route 5, upon the birth of a
faced a more challenging future, with the idealism and the will to fought from October 19 to Novemdaughter on May 26. The young
71 Murray State College senicire do."
lady weighed 8 pounds and has
ber 2, 1914, and succeeded in
were granted baccalaureate degrees.
Impressive applause greeted the checking the Getman sweep down
Do you plan to spend the week- been named Salinda Jane.
while 57 others who have applied speaker at the close of the lecture. the Channel Coast Until the end end out of ehen-cir did you spend
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Dunn. New
for degrees in ,August listened at- The girls' quartet gave a rendition of the war the flood waters kept last weekend? If so, tell us about Concord, upon the birth of an ftie
tentively.
of the Handel-Treharne 'version of the Germans behind the Dixmude- it. We want it for our locals.
pound son who was .born May 28.
Dr. James H. Richmond confer- "Holy Art Thou"; President Rich- Nieuport line on the north.
Dr. and Mrs. N. E. Green. Cal- ,
red the degrees in the presence of mond conferred the ,degrees; and
vert City, upon the birth of a 5k.
Who
were
your visitors last pound son who, was born' May .23. •
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar, the Rev. A. V. Havens gave the
BERLIN, May 30-The masaiy,e.
They'd appreciate 'their
and Dr. Jobn W. Carr, president bentkliction. The graduates filed right wind of the German Army week?
emeritus. Seniors from the Train- out singly as the band played the crunched down through Flanders friends whom they didn't get to 'Fifty Calloway county farmers
eee reading about their being here are demonstrating the planned
ing School were also granted di- recessional- "Song of Fame" by
(See "Nazis Win," Page 13)
in the Ledger & Times.
home garden,
Zamecnik.
plomas at the same time.

RED CROSS QUOTA
MET IN SIX DAYS
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Nazis Win in Flanders;
British to Defend Shores
CUNNINGHAM RITES
HELD ON FRIDAY

Police Chief Says
Corral All Dogs

Mawr's
Proclamation

R. T. Douglas Dies
at Hospital Today

Electric Co-op to
Sponsor 3 Parties

Hospital Seniors
To Get Degrees

91
,

Seventy-One College Seniors
Receive Graduate Degrees
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poverty, contempt
Sovle Early History -neglect,
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Nineteen Murray College Grads
Teach in Murray City School System

Letter to Editor

What Terms Could England, France
Expect in Case of German Victory

hint future, when the possibilities
Safety Harbor, Florida
the discovery (as I see them.
JOHN WRIGHT HOLS APPLE
Dear Editor and the many readers
are more fully developed, public
of
the Ledger & Times:
, attention will be directed to its
I have been reading with interest
the seserees dee
ere Ed !-orisenator; and the congressional
Mr
Pogue's
version, of the war sitBrown, of Wadesboro. Judge L. 'S. ordnis will furnish the indisputest:on in Europe. May I offer my
What sort of peace terms Hitler alter the other." There must be
Trimble, of Paducah, tine I found ,::ble evidence that the credits bemews on the same but in a little
eurselves reaching Fullers Ky., ',long to med Dr. Loomis closed
impose in case of a complete
would
eiderent light.
France. Instead, a "direct.
Just in time to miss g Cade bound , his letter to his brother George
lengland, as history gives it, has German victory are, of course,
mein which we were vet y anxious t with these words: "I ask but a
active .settlement."
i
071 in more wars than any other
to make in order to 'catch a St. rosebush to mark my grave, afet the great nations and seems to conjectural, but some hints of them
In the attack on France, an
lows train whjch would put us in fording a brief resting place for
mike more blunders in the begin- are to be' found in "Mein Kampf."
with Italy would be helpful,
hence
that city in woe for the opening !passing song-birds."'
Pine Bluff shutout Standing
ning and loses out and seems to be Although, in some respect. Hitler
of-- the 'Democratic- convention. j
Rock, Tenn., by a score ouf 5-0
tested or is going to be defeated
France.
isolate
would
because
it
deviated
course
from
therehas
the
Just received another installment
Judge Trimble happened to be an
Sunday on the Tennesseans' home
beyond all hope but somehow she
1 in
charted—notably in demanding But'an alliance with Russia would sod toe its first game of the 1940
attoiney tor the rail road. He 'ef appreciation for these letkes.
is victorious in the end.
Fal11111111413.41.comes
This
from
one
wes not 'long in securing the setjelekeon Purchase Amateur BaseNapoleon seemed to have. had colonies and in reaching an under- mean the end of Germany.
%ICC Or
:he British clearly defeated until standing with the Soviet Union—
engineer who agreed Kentucky, and in part is as fol.
ball League.
AWA
:he
Camo
run
battle
in
us
tine
into
of
to
lewd
Waterloo and it is
Willoughby on the mound for
•
eenerally conceded that the hand on the whole he has been faithful
catch the desired train, or rather .
read a letter from you in
the Callowayans. held the Rockers
ornands for colonies in to
As for de
,,tr providence interceded in behalf to the theses laid down in his autorun us into East Cairowhere he Midray Ledaered: Times and was
5 well-scattered hits, while his
_teeee
el the Beitish..4-4. fit'llige -ut _caul _biograpite•
„HAI= vjeturY4.....11I:A3Y teammates. were—pounding Out.8-nilliddsindeeeesorite &Ore- very glad to 'hearstrerivre you.
feud on the enemy and bogged- down
man to "skiff" us across,' the Ohio. where you lived. My sister who
have changed his views from those bunched him to count for their 5
It is obvious from "Mein Kampf"
their artillery so they could not
- We., caught the desired train by lives in Murray wrote nu: that she
set down in "Mein Kampf." There tallies. Bucy. for the Bluff team,
reeve
or
place
it
at
advantageous
that Hitler would demand considerrunning- up the bank, and- landed reed and enjoyed your letters very
first on an error, stole seche insists that Germany's strength reached
positions.
in St. Louis in due time. (There much. . . I am sure you will re- ably more territory than was comond and then scored on, SmotherI
think
England
made
a
grave
colonies,
but
on
on
founded,
not
is
was
father and mother if
..6ior.tbr
Pictured here are members of
ato.p
C-a
,
,
irivai
ors' r
- at..lha,1 1.tnerribe
bilgean
Those in the picture :are:
man's deep single in the first inmistake in declaring war on Ger- prised in the Germany of 1914. He
time). We secured rams at the not me. You boarded with -them the Murray City School faculty
Front Row: Miss Hazel Tarry,
And he ning. In the eighth frame they
many at the time she did for if she calls the 1914 boundaries a mere the "European homeland."
Southern Hotel. 'Col. Edd Cross- and taught school at South Howard. who are graduates of Murray State Miss Gracie Nell Jones, Miss Kathhad only
temporary accident. To re-estab- knows how much colonies mean to found Sykes to their liking and
land, who had been our congress- I think it was in the fall of 1871 College. Out of a faculty of 22 leen Patterson, Miss Lucy Lee. Germany waited 30 or 40 days after
pushed 4 more runs across the
invaded Poland. Russia lish them would be a crime, be- England:
man and knews us boys. met us or spring of 1872. You were my employed by the City Board of Miss Margaret Graves, Miss Ruth and possibly
plate.
all the Balkan states
"If anybody flatters himself that
cause
illogical.
Nor
next day and asked us where we first teacher. Father and mother Education. 19 are graduate, of Lassiter, Miss Lala Cain.
would
he
be
Batteries: Pine Bluff, Willoughand Turkey would have declared
were staying. •When we told him boarded jou so I could ,go to Murray State College and all
Seednd Row: Charles , Farmer, war on Germany and maybe Italy content with the territory inhabit- England will let India go without by and Bury. Willoughby struck be said, "You boys are not able school with you. . . I saw Lovie are active memters of the Alumni Miss Mate Lassiter, Mrs. B. H. too joining them.
ed only by Germans. It is true that risking her last drop of blood," he out 6 and Issued no free In,
orth
iie afl at
As-sec:lateen,
W. B. Moser and Crawford.' Miss Mary Lou OutStanding Rock. Sykes, lei e see
-Hitler's face that time was turned he harps incessently
on the need misunderstands -Anglo-Saxon deJohnnie
and
Pres: ei Holland have each served land. Mrs. John Overbey, Miss east as shown by Mein-Kampf I my
come with me and I 'will find you Baptist church, she
Jobe. Sykes whiffed 3 and ISSLIM
termination."
.
.
.
England
will
lose
that
for
uniting
ones
of
all
of
Myers
only
German
are
the.
I
race. but
a good place for much less moneysas president of the organization Meadow lithe.
book) for the conquest of those
I eharity pass.
far
living,
as
I
India
so
now
only
by
complete
internal
We thanked him and went with I fareild
and all ?Mee been active in pdoThird Row: Wilburn Cavite Moe countries mentioned but as soon also he demands that it be given
In the second game of the league
him to the cheaper place. Ken- I know. Welt we are growing old. mouria the alumni affairs.
as
England and France declared room in which fully to develop, so degeneration of administration or season, Pine Bluff will entertain
J. B. Wilson. Preston Holland.
•ucky never produced a kindef but I do not feel so old. I have
The majority of the group at- Mrs. Ralph Churchill, Ardath Can- war on Germany Hitler hurriedly
that a dominant race of 80.000,000 else "by the sword of a powerful the Murray NYA nine at the Bluff
eearted man than Ed Crossland: good health for one of my age. tended the Alumni Banquet held on, 'Miss Lula Clayton Beale, W. made a pact with Russia and gave
diamond Sunday afternoon.
Russia half of crushed and defeated now can grow naturally to one of enemy." (Also for Egypt.) "As a
Despite our aversion to voting fee Many friends and loved one have last night et Wells Hall
B. Moser.
Pine Bluff is playing today at
German I would rather see India Dover,
Poland as a sop to stay...out of the 250,000.000 within a century.
any man who used profanity we passed over. I am so thankful all
Tenn., as a feature of the
fight if not an ally_ Then he turned
could never 'find it in our hearts of mine were ready to go. Wish
It is silly. says "Mein Kampf' to under English than under any other Memorial celebration.
his
forces
back
to
the
.
eastern
front
every one would be that way .
after that .to vote against him,
Otis Eldridge, manager of Pine
to battle with France and England. call territorial aggrandisement a rule."
By the way. 1876 is the year in I may have worried you. but I just
Bluff, and president of Jackson
•
Murray, Ky.. May 29, 1940. And Hitler. for his advantage, has "breach of sacred human rights."
•which the newly invented .tile- wanted to write and thank you
taken over little Denmark without "State frontiers are man-made and
As for a' possible demand for the Purchase Amateur Baseball, said
phone came into profitable Use. for what you have- done for me. Editor. Ledger .and Times.
this morning that season tickets
a struggle and is now invading can
Murray. Ky.
British
navy, it is to be noted that good for all games played at the
The Radiq Science Library says Remember me in yoth prayers. .
be
altered by man."
Norway and if successful will move
Alexander Graham Bell who waid Write to , the Ledger do Times Dear Sir:
"Mein Kampf" says: "What we have Bluff' park would go on sale Sun•
on Holland. Belgium or any other
the inventor, with his financial again: all like to read your letYour recent editorial on keeping your dolled et home in times like of those small countries that will
The direction of German expan- to struggle for today is not sea day.
supporters. approached the presi- ters, Remember me as one of these shocked your friends in this community who
were bending every give him any advantage to get at sion under the Nazis must be
to- power."
dent of the Western Union Tele,' your old pupils."
effort to secure funds to aesist the poor innocent victims of the ruthless Englahd. Naturally the feelings of
As for the United States, "the
ward the East. The German nation
graph Carnpany and offered him! Such leeers as the above are warfare being carried on in Europe. It was never
those.
small
nations
are not the
thought that you.
the complete rights to the 'Bell "more to be desired than gold with an editorial, would attempt to influence your numerous readers beet toward England and France must go back to its orientation of gigantic American
state-colossus,
yea
fine
than
gold."
much
as
patent, but the offer was declined
In memory of our dear father.
egainst what was probably the most humanitarian effort the local feed for turning back on them or lIkely 600 years ago and forget its later with its enormous wealth of virgin
'Pero years later the Westein Union! David said in the nineteenth Cross chapter had ever attempted
to Hitler's terrible army of destruc- drive
soil, is more difficult to attack then John Mack McChriston, who was
toward
the
South
and
the
Was willing- le Pay $25.000.000' for Psalm. They make one feel that
called away May 18, 1939.
tion,' nobody knows how long the
the wedged-in German republic."
life had not 'been in vain. I
said rights. •
Your. Paper has ever been one of the greatest influences in formu- war will last. One man's ,guess is West.
It has been one year since our
•
I would- rather, receive such letters
lating
practices
the
policies
of
the
and
people
surrounding
of
this
and
the
as
good
enEngland
become
has
naturally
In
as
another.
this
dear father was called away. He
territorial
The history of telegraphy and:
expansion, Gerone thing can be said of England many can tolerate no other dom- vious, concerned and antagonistic left us heart-broken arid sad. No
telephony comes to mind as I think I and realize their sincerity. as I Counties. It was extremely embarrassing when dozens of men and
longer may we see his sweet smile.
of these days. The Edgewood sem- do. than to receive • 'mountains of women in this conaiimaity were giving freely of their time and means and her colonies or most of them, inant power in
Europe. At least, at the growth of the North Ameri- but
in an effort to 'elleviate suffering and save lives of innocent women ano ,he can keep up the finest morale
the words that he often spoke
aphore was used until 1870 when1 silver and gold.
can
Union,
that
but
pleasure
in
any
the
great
AngloI
recall
is
the
with
children,
Leopold
and
language
you
without
hold
withdrew
as
of Belgium.
King
out the longest under the
of "Mein
warning
are living in our hearts still.
it gave way to the use of wires_
i."'vere
names
those
of
who
many
.
of
support.
most
trying
your
not
your
only
financial
withheld
Yu
used
assistance
circumstances
but
of
any Kampf." but the writer probably American conflict. England would
A dear loving one from us is
Samuel B. Morse was the first to
maim a success' of telegraphy. He "young folks" when I tatight school jour powerful edeorial column to influence others by stating that in ef the European nations and that meant on the continent of Europe, be doomed if the stood alone. That gone, but memory of his life lives
is one of her main assets in time of
especially
I
old
think
Howard.
you
-such
home".
your
at
would
distress
dollar
times
The
"keep
of
at
on ,and on; gone are those sweet
was assisted by a young man by
of one young lady who was milled reason you gave' was that Germans might capture or otherwise come war for the people have some say because the natural enemy of Ger- is why England "anxiously reached days when we used- ter go to see
V4..1
fdthei -fumed--rrt all things. Not sci - with Ger- 'many's greater .destiny is visual- out for the yellow fist" and- clung
sortiepossession
Medicine
id!
iT—
the
weak
was
'Miss
I
'fend
—
was
suppose
or
ifiro
excuse.
-drliCssie."
a
very
dear Papa with his sweet smile to
msned two thousand dollars to
mem the same as advising yOur thOusands of reeders to never give food many, only a dictator there has full ized as France much more often to an alliance with Japan. Although cheer ,and brighten his
bring the new invention to a sue- only a .nickname. But it sounded It
last days
sway
andwhen
he
begins
to
orphan
undeserving
to
because
a
starving
or,
lose
some
widow
might
thief
time
I
me
heard
every
strange to
"Mein Kampf" was finished in 1924. here.
mishit . demonstration.
By the it. Who remembers Miss atiesie break in end steal it during the night.
they become panicky and their than as England.
He has gone to call his loved
way most-people were slow then
, And Germany must take the ag- and published in 1925-27, its author
morale goes to pieces.
boys,
as now in recognizing .detenius. Farley? The Myers girls and
It is extremely- fortunate for those thousands of blameless victims.
In my next letter I would like to ile:SO-Ye in destroying French pow- was evidently ignorant that at the ones to a better place than this,
tHe Harrises, the Douglases, the
where we hope to go some sweet
Morse suffered like many great
Swarths. the Wickers, the Eng- those homeless old ladies, those babies torn from hreasts suddenly tell who the next world ruler will er, "As long as the 'eternal con- Washington conference of 1921-22
day.
-inventors before his clay. Fulten
•
lands. the Denhams are names chilled by tragic death, those with bruised and mangled bodies and the be. It won't be Hitler or any of the flict' between
Germany and France Great Britain. on representations
was called .a fool and Stephenson
turning their parched and swollen lips to the Red. Cross, other dictators.
Written by his daughter.
wrech appear on memory's tablet dying who are
the craziest man who had ever
editorial was not published until our part of the drive for
Versie A. Stubblefield
H. Eugene Erwin.
is carried on only in the form of a by the United States, formally sevas I think of thesse good old days. that yodr praclically
. —
completed. It is strange that the drive for tee
lived. • But • Morse possessed inGerman defense against a French ered tier alliance with Japan.—
Theriking of those old daes re- relief was
thoughtA
practical
and
dollars
deserving
"woodworking
as
by Chief Justi
or woodcraft
;edition
dommable courage. He secured' minds
Joe Meng, Warren county 4-H
me of the corning to that
project for boys only" has attracted attack, Germany will lose from Bertram Benedict in The Courier-. club member, fattened a calf 100
Hughes. Herbert Hooves, President Moivelt. all the artists who co
patents at home and abroad. When neighhorhood
of a nephew of Cap- tributed their 4atent last Sunday. 41..
deemed worthy by the officio 20 young men in Madison county. century to century one position JournaL
Bell began to work on what he
pounds in 30 days..
tain Guthrie. His name was Chep- of the three broadcasting'networks who contributed their systems for a
- called his "harmonic telegraphpard and he was popular with all. full hour and the thousands of others throughout the nation who worked
•ren on, to a clever. mechanic
_
- later years he came to Texas
- by the name of, Watson, They and lived in Sherman while I lived tirelessly and you fear to risk your dollar for such a perilous undertaking.
worked together and 1876 pre- there.'
When he died a few years
We Ude you personally and know your intentions are good but it is
sented to the- wooed its most mar- ago his children phoned
for me to believed you are unduly skeptical and that our work and our almost
velous invention—the telephone. preach his funeral...
, I. was.., inex- eman hundred dollars from Calloway will help those who deserve it
Bell was Soon the wonder Ynan of pressibly sorry that I
was sick et and are so sorely in need at this time.
•the hour.
the time and could not go. It has
.The -work of a certain Dr. 3dah- been mysad privilege
to offietade Respectfully yours.
Ion Loomis, a dentist at Washing- at the funeral of several of my
ton.. forms one of the most inter-,J Calloway friends in recent years— W. Z. CARTER':
esting ceapters of the history ef those who
passed away while I
redio. His struggles against ad- happened to be on
a visit back in that neighborhood' but hers was accordingly, and use the surdmer
versity d a sad chapter in the ro- there. I now 'thina
of Newsome the first uneein which he had seen to "catch up" on health requireWATER HEATERS
1
manssc of invention. He antedated Keys, Ben Grogan.
c
Mrs. G. N. a Bible and that he felt safer ments.
Marceni. He was grahted a pat- Cutchin (nee Miss, Sallie
table.
An
the
odd
feature
was
on
of
the
Book
that
European
where
Curd.
ent • July 30. 1872. on what he The lan dlaeo were
in .the same I can appreciate the story because war has been the increase in femcalled Impreved Telegraphing. But summer *while I was
back there I reinember that infidelity was quite inine styles in clothes, rather than
he never realized on it. He died on my annual visit.
prevalent over there at that time of military costumes. Apparently
broken hearted. Some time beand Bibles were rather scarce. I this 'is in reattien against the warThe -recent letter in
your
fore'-his death _Dr. Loomis. de- columns from
START IN RIGHT — — USE BUTANE GAS
•
Logan Wrather was also knew and personally remem- situation. The French designers
spotolent. ,cluien east. brolten heart- highly appreciated by
this writer. •ber associating with. Save Kirk- have influenced American houses
ed. said to his brother: "George. I It speaks of pessons
in
store
and
out
his
this
he
respect..
sold
sey
Miss
after
Seeds
says.
more
can
for less by installing our modern gas equipment. You may
have
You
and places I
knew that I am regarded as ea remember quite well.
. If I ever removed to • Murray to clerkin the
these services on a small down payment plan. Low interest
all
of
or
any
have
one
crankd perhaps a feol, by some. kneeie however, that
Members of homemakers' clubs
the first post Head. Hale ee. Co. store 'there. I
rate — 24 months to pay.
arid as to the latter possibly I am. office established at
Murray wad remember Bud Ezell, Tom Wrether, in Oldham county will have at
rtpr I could have discarded this called Williston I
had forgotten T. J. Nix. the Holland& Myers Nix. least 15 kinds of vegetables in 'thenthing entirely and accumulated a it. The S. F. Kirksey
mentioned Geerge-Duncan and others of that gardens. A county canning demTurn faucet, hot water! Day or night, when you want it, hot water!
few thousand doilars and then be had a sister who married
I
have previously onstration will be held June 20 to
and-went communed
For wash days, hot water! Speedy dish washing, hot water! Dad
considered aducce.
ss But the'lime to a pont between the Tenneesee spoken in these letters of a wagon encourage families to can a winwill eime when this discovery will and Cumberland Rivers
4
starts the day right with whisker-wilting hot water.
to reside ride Steve Kirksey, John Williame. ter's supply of vegetables and
be reitarded as of • :more corsee- whose experience'-I have
heard her and I had with our girls one sum- other foods.
Decide now to have the comfort and convenience of modern automatic
quence U mankind than was Co- tell. While living over there a mer afterrloon. going to a • gatherlurnbu.s•seiscovery of anew world. peddler celled one afternoon. 'She ing at North Pleasaht Grove.
hot water. Seven hot gallons for one penny.
. •.; .
—,
I have see only citscevered a new looked at hie sampfee
and possibly
.._,... ....- •-•
world. but means_ of invading it, made sonic purchased He. then
not with little frail boats of hu- requested to spend the night
Leave your number with Murray phone No. 55, where Mr. N. A. Rea, our local
with
man build. but w:th thee:invisible them. 'She told him he had plenty
•
representative, will receive it and will call and give you complete information.
chariots of the Almighty.!!
shall time to make other visits before
never realize anything from it, nightfall, but he insisted and
- "ASK THE CUSTOMER WHO OWNS ONE"
.
gave
A .natural sunder' will be lashneither re eey
fairsts—aO
as a reason for wanting to stay ioriabie this summer on the farm-fame I c,i•
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-o the world that he had vited several homes when milady
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clashing malting fur good circula4•Immi44,
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Club Meets With Mrs. Hendon

Alumni Banquet Event
Of Wednesday Evening

from 2 to 5 p. m. at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Claud
Rowland,
Assisted by Mrs. Adeline Wilson,
Mrs. Loretta Futrell and Mrs. Ruth
Crider, Mrs. Royland entertained
about 20 little guests with games.
Refreshments of ice cream and
cake were served.
The honoree was the recipient
of many lovely gifts.
The guest list included Paul
David Bogard, James Boyd Woods,
Barbara, Buddy, and Jean Rose.
Hope Futrell, June and Billie Williams, Gene Thurmond, Glen, Doris,
Joe, Harry, and Shirley W'atkins,
Mason Crouse, Betty and Leita
Hubbs, Glen Dale and Laverne
Wilson, Margaret Fay Futrell, Mrs,
Daisy Bourland, Mrs. Evelyn Rose,
Mrs. Eva Bogard, Mrs. Dorothy
Hubbs, and the honoree and hostesses.
•
511ss Johnston Entertains._
Student Officers

Hardin and -Vicinity

Social Calendar

Dewey Rogers and family who
have been residents of Hardin for
Tuesday, June 4
several
The Presbyterian Auxiliary will
months, moved to Murray
meet at three o'clock at the home last Saturday.
of Miss Bertie Frye.
Jeff Arnold and Thomas Harrison, both of whom were very ill
The general meeting of the Alice several days. are reported as being
Waters Missionary Society will be somewhat improved.
held at 2:30 p. m. at the MethoMr. and Mrs. Grundy Holland
dist Church.
are now operating the cafe formerly operated by Mr. and Mrs.
. Thursday. June 6
Henry Davenport.
The Garden Club will be host to
After church services at Union
a flower show and tea from four
Ridge Sunday morning, the pastor
to six o'clock at the home -of
Rev. Jones, accompanied by Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Mason. The entire
Jones. Mr. and Mrs: Chester Mcmembership of the Murray WomDaniel and son Thomas drove to
an's Club is invited to attend.
Burkley in Carlisle county for
the funeral and burial of Mrs. J.
H. McPherson. Rev. Jones assisted
of the Red Cross.
the pastor, Rev. Kelley Lovett, in
A salad plate was served at the the services.
conclusion of the afternoon to
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Morris visitmembers and. Mr.s. nail Griffin of • in-defersitalt and-Calloway
COM.;
Memphis.
ties last week, and had nut returned to their home in Centralia, III.,
Entre Nous Club Meets
when Mrs. Morris' father, Geo.
Wednesday
Watkins, passed away.
The League Union of the North
Mrs. Nat Ryan was hotsess yesterday afternoon... to members of Union, Paris District, Methodist
the Entre Nous Sewing Club and Church, met Monday night at the
several additional guests.
The afternoon was spent in sewing for the Red Cross.
A party plate was served at the
conclusion of the afternoon by the
hostess.

Mrs. Carnie Hendon was hostess
Tuesday morning to members of
her bridge club and the following
Miss Juanita—McDougal
guests:
and Mrs. Max Churchill.
Mrs. Joe Houston received the
high score prize and Mrs. Churchill
the travel prize.
were
Delightful. ...refreshments
served by the hostess.
•• •••
Miss Helen Johnston entertained
Murray Women Attend District
officers and representatives of the
UDC Convention
student organization of Murray
The first district convention of State College Sunday evening with
a
supper party at her home. A
the United Daughters of the Confederacy was held Tuesday. May delightful, informal evening was
28, at the First Christian Church spent.
Those present were Miss Kathin Mayfield. Members of the local chapter who attended were leen Winter, Miss Louise Sills,
Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs. A. F. Doran, Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts, Miss
Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. James June Bushart, Hal Saunders,, Lee
Miss
Overby, Mrs. Wesley Waldrop, Williams, Pete Koss and
Mrs. W. S. Swann, Mrs. H. C. Johnston.
Corn, and Mrs. W. P. Roberts.
Mrs. Parker Entertains
Mr. And Mrs. Irvan Celebrate
At Bridge
The state president, Mrs. Will Ed
Fiftieth
Wedding
Anniversary
Diuguid of Peewee Valley, was
Mrs.
Joe Parker
entertained
president, as were other state and
Mr. and Mrs. Ethan Irvan were members of her bridge club and
district officers, and a splendid honor guests Sunday afternoon
several guests yesterday afternoon
program was presented. Lunch was when their daughter, Miss Dorothy
at her home on Vine Street.
served at the church at noon.
Irwin,
entertained
with
open
house
Mrs. Graves Hendon received the
• • • • •
at their home in celebration of club prize for high score, Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph Riley Honored
their golden wedding anniversary. Wells Overbey visitor's high, and
The rooms were decorated with a Mrs. John Brooks low.
On Saturday afternoon, May 18,
profusion of gladioli and other garA delightful salad plate was
Mrs. Ralph Riley was honored
den
flowers carrying out a gold served at the conclusion of the
with a household shower at the
color
scheme.
game to Mrs. Wells Overbey, Mrs.
home of her mother; Mrs. Galen
The guests were received by Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Elliott Wear,
Myers.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvan, Miss Dorothy Mrs. John Brooks, Mrs. Herman
After games and contests were Irvan, and the bridesmaid and best Doran,
Mrs, Graves Hendon, Mrs.
enjoyed by all, packages were man who attended Mr. and Mrs.
George E. Overbey, Mrs. Hebert
opened and displayed. Many nice Irvan at their wedding fifty years,
Dunn, Mrs. Bill Parkins, Mrs. 0.
and useful gifts, which amounted ago, Mrs. J. P. Lassiter and Mr. B.
Boone, Mrs. Max Churchill, and
to more than 100 with the num- Dellon Purdom. Dainty refresh-' the
hostess.
Magazine Club Has Luncheon
ber sent. were received.
ments
consisting of punch and
Meeting
The hostess was assisted in serv- cakes were served from a beauti- Shaw-Hamlin
Wedding
The Magazine Club held their ing refreshments to approximately, fully appointed table during the
Is Announced
annual luncheon meeting Thurs- 60 guests by Mrs. Ralph Ray, Mrs.
Announcement is
day, May 23. at the home of Mrs. Johnnie Walker, Mrs. Harry Potts, afternoon.
made this
Approximately sixty-five guests week of the marriage of Miss Mary
and Mrs. Carlen Riley.
L. R. Putnam.
• • •• •
called between the hours of three Shaw to Richard Hamlin, which
The table was beautifully ap- Faculty Gives Breakfast
and five o'clock to extend con- was solemnized at Benton. Ky., on
pointed with roses as the centergratulations to Mr. and
For Seniors
Mrs. Thursday. May 23.
piece, and rosebuds were used on
Irvan.
Both Mr. and Mts. Hamlin have
small tables placed throughout the
The third annual faculty breakMrs. Irvan is the third sister of attended Murray State
Teachers
rooms where the guests were fast was hed Saturday, May 25. at her family to
celebrate her gol- College.
seated. A delicious "covered dish" 8 o'clock in Wells Hall.
den wedding anniversary within
The
young
couple
will
make
luncheon was served.
Given in honor of the senior the past three years.
their home for the present with
During the business hour Mrs.
• • • • •
class by the members of the ColMr. Hamlin's grandparents. Mr.
Hall Hood, chairman, welcomed
lege and Training School faculty, College Seniors Are Entertained..e and Mrs. Will Rowland, North
two new members, Mrs. R. E.
this breakfast was the first ofBroach and, Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft.
The seniors of Murray State Sixth street.
ficial activitiy of commencement
Mrs. Nell Thompson Miller was week.
College were given a picnic on
Elizabeth Riddick Weds
guest speaker and read from her
The program was completely in Tuesday afternoon at five o'clock
Pete Gudauskas
recently published book of poems, the charge of the senior class. Dr. by Dr. and Mrs. James H..Rich'"Live Coals" Music was furn- Forrest C. Pogue and Miss Ruth mond in the gardens at their home
Mr. and Mrs. S. 0. Riddick, of
ished by *he girls' quartet from Hepburn, sponsors of the senior The picnic was given this year inthe colle„, composed of Misses class, assisted the seniors in pre- stead of the customary annual 1523 Madiston street, Paducah, announce the marriage of their
Dorothy Cu i nee Odine Swann, paration of the program.
reception In the president's home,
daughter, Elizabeth Katharyn, and
Inez Phillips and Joyce Homier.
because of the illness of Mrs.
• ••• •
Pete
Gudauskas, son of Mr. and
Miss Currier played two of her Ruth Rowland Entertained With
Richmond.
Mrs. T. M. Gudauskas, of Georgeoriginal compositions and Miss
Following
the
delightful,
picnic town, Ill. The wedding took place
Birthday Party.
Swann sangna -group of solos.
supper games were enjoyed.
•
Saturday, May twenty-fifth, with.
There was a full attendance for
Approximately the entire memI•ittle Miss Ruth Ray Roseland
the Rev. D. M. Spears, pastor of
this delightful occasion.
celebrated her sixth birthday Fri- bership of the Senior Class at- the First
'
Methodist church of Hen• • •••
day, May 24. with a party held tended.
derson, reading the ceremony.
The bride is a graduate of
Party Complimentes Isabel Cain
Tilghman high school and is completing
her junior year at Murray
Miss Betty Jo Chambers and
Billie Ross gave a party Monday State College.
Mr. Gudauskas is a graduate pt
evening at the home of the latter
in honor of Miss Isabel Cain of Georgetown high school and will
receive his BS degree from MurMayfield.
Games were enjoyed in the ray State College today.
basement recreation room and delightful refreshments were served.
Those present- were Misses Isabel Cain, Claire Fenton, Hilda Farley. Barbara Diuguid. Jane Orr,
and Betty Jo Chambers, and Ray
Patients admiked to the Will
Waggoner, Ned Brooks. Bobby Pat- iam Mason
Met/Venal hospital dur
terson. Gene
Crawford, Gene ing the past Week are as follows:
Brewer, Burl Cunningham, Jack
Mrs. Arthur H. Colson. LouisHamrick and Billie Ross.
2 qt. Percolator, 2 qt. double boiler, 31
ville; Ronald Gatewood, Dresden,
/
2
' qt.
• • • • •
Tenn.; Mrs. Doss Outland, Murray:
Tea Kettle, 3-piece Set, Sauce Pan, 10 qt. Dish
Mrs. Briers Is Honor Guest
Roy Chandler, Trezevant. Tenn.:
Pan, 10 qt. Water Pail
At Party
Mildred Gatten, Sabina, 0.; Mrs.
8 qt. Preserve Kettle
Mrs. W. S. Swann and Mrs. M. V. Franklin, Golden Pond; Mrs.
N.
E. Green, Calvert City; Mrs.
George Gatlin were co-hostesses
Saturday evening at "Swanstadt", Chas. Goheen, Birmingham; Mrs.
the home of the former, at a party Wayland Perry, Hazel; Cunn R.
honoring Mrs. W. H. Briggs of Hosford, Ft. Henry, . Tenn.; Lee
Memphis, the guest of Mr. and Wofford, Buchanan, Tenn.: Sylvia
Shoemaker, Hazel; .T.„.11. Ethridge,
Mrs. Joe T. Parker.
Music and informal entertain- Murray; Rudell Coursey, Dexter;
ment made diversion during the Miss Lottie Lawrence, Murray;
evening, and dainty refreshments William Wilkinson, Murray; Isabel Waldrop, Murray.
were served.
Patients dismtssed the past week
Guests included about twenty
are as follows:
close friends of the honoree.
•• • • •
Claude Brown, Murray; Will
Perdue. Murray; Carl Ray, Munr5377'
Book And Thimble Club
Eva McDaniel, Murray; Mrs. C. D.
Holds Meeting
Scruggs, Hazel Henry C. ShuThe Book and Thimble Club was maker, Birmingham; Mrs. E. E.
entertained
yesterday
afternoon Foster, Mansfield, Tenn.; Iris Cook,
by Mrs, Herbert Dunn at her home Palmersville, Tenn.; Ronald Gateon Poplar Street. The rooms were wood. Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs.'Wm.
lovely with bouquets of roses Maddox, Murray; Mrs. B. S. Alland summer flowers.
britten. Murray; Mrs. Doss OutOfficers were elected for the land, Murray; Mrs. Paul Geer,
new year as follows: Mrs. V1ron Louisvillet Mrs, Herman Lamkin,
Beard, chairman; Mrs. ,Herman Golden Pond; Mildred Gatten. SaRoss, secretary; and Mrs. Boyd bina, O.; Sylvia Shoemaker, Hazel;
Gilbert, reporter.
Plans were J. J. Vance, Murray; Wm. A. Rummade for cooperating in the work felt, Murray.
The Alumni of Murray State
College held their annual banquet
Wednesday evening in the dining
room at Wells Hall. The classes
of 1930 ad '35 were particularly
honored on this occasion.
A color scheme of blue and gold
was developed in the table decoIvith -billteiorii, flowers, and
tall letters which spelled "Alumni"
extending down the length of the
tables.
The theme of the program was
"Murray State College Yesterday,
Today and Tomorrow." Adron
Doran, president of the Alumni
Association, was toastmaster, and
others appearing on the program
were Dr. J. W. Carr, W. H. Foster,
James Mitchell, Miss Louise Nanny, Billy Nanny. Mrs. Adron Doran, Dr. James H. Richmond, Heyward Bedwell, Miss Brooksie Burkeen, Miss Josephine Suiter, Aaron
Burkeen, Charles Baugh, Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, the Rev. Carroll
Hubbard, Wells OverbeY, Dr. B.
B. Chrisman, Paul Bryant, Robert
A. Everett, and Max Hurt.
Immediately following the banquet, the Alumni dance was held
at the Health Building with music
by Billy Shelton's orchestra. A
floor show was sponsored by the
Alumni Association with Miss Lula
Clayton Beale and Charles Farmer
in charge. Those appearing in the
floor show were 'Barbara Ashcraft,
Joan Farris, Juan Hendon, Carolyn
'Carter, Jane Jones, Virginia Jones,
Jack Hamrick and Rupert Woodall.
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Hardin church. There were fiftyeight present and a very fine
program was enjoyed.
The death of Mr. George Watkins at his home on the —Olive
road, caused much sorrow to a
large number of relatives and
friends.
C. A. Dunnagan of Golden Pond
was a visitor in Hardin Saturday.
Mrs. Clyde Youngblood was on
the sick list last week-end, but
is improved and back in her place
in the Youngblood store.
Quite a number of Hardin
people attended the big singing at
Benton Sunday.
Ivan Erwin and family and
Frank, Erwin and family left at
2 a. in. Monday for Centerville,
Ind., tor visit„the father-and brothers of the Erwin brothers.

Curtis Treas to visit an eye specialist. Mrs. Charlton is ill with
chills and malaria,
r -MM. Bettie Wicker hat been on
the sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Carraway are
the parents of a new daughter.
The little Miss has two great
grandmothers, Mrs. Nannie Jones
and Mrs. Lou Jackson. both of
Murray. and four grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Carraway and
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Junes.
Mrs. Pauline Moore Rasberry,
a member of the Church of
Christ. died Monday morning after
an illness of complications at
Hazel. She has several relatives
in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. McCullurn of Murray were Sunday guests of their
daughter, Mrs. Charles Hugh Irvin and Mrs. Irvin.
Miss Robbie Erwin and Harvey
Ellis_ of Murray State College were
week-end visitors with their parents and other relatives.
Royce' Spann suffered a severe
Misses Marylyn and Bettie Jo
attack of chills and malaria last Nance of Paris were guests of
week.
theft.. aunt,-Mrs. Hartie Ellis, and
J. J. Charlton. who is having' "(entity last week.
trouble with his eyes, was accomMrs. Bertha Jackson. Myers of
panied to Mayfield Sunday by St. Louis is visiting relatives in

S. Pleasant Grove

Littleton'S

Check

etIttel./
KEEP SMARTLY TAILORED DURING THE
HEAT OF SUMMER!
_Stop at Littleton's and see the gorgeous
array of summer values, unequalled anywhere else in Murray.
Bright

New

Curtains

of Lace and Sheer and
Colored Prints ... with
matching accessories.

Summer Suits, Blouses

49c - $1,98

and Skirts in prints and
ginghams. Smart House

Thursday, Friday and Saturday
June 6, 7, 8 Are

Sale Days at McElroys

I

On Sale Thursday, June 6

Hospital News

Dresses, and Children's
Wear.

59c -$1.98
$5.98

I

OUR SATURDAY SPECIALS
Big Smith Overalls
$1.00
19c per yd.
One Table of Batistes
Piece Muslins, Dotted Swiss, Voiles & Dimities . . . . 19c
$1.49
Men's Dress Straw Hats

ALUMINUM WARE:

39c

PRINCESS SLIPS
Costume Slips ,
500 Sheet Sanette Tissues
12 Sanitary Napkins . . . .
Acid Proof Enamelware

this vicinity.
Dave, Lee and Thomas Myers
went to Paducah Sunday to be at
the bedside of their brother and
Mr.
uncle. Jim Frank Myers.
Myers passed away early Sunday
Burial services were
evening.
held from the Pleasant Grove
cemetery Tuesday afternoon. Survivals are four sons. John and
George of Paducah, Will of St.
Louis and Charley of this vicinity;
two sisters, Mrs. Sis Miles and
Mrs. Ed Paschall; and two brotheta, Lee and Dave Myers. He was
of
member of the Church
a
Christ.
The remains of Rev. Carl Smith,
formerly of .this vicinity, arrived
on the noon train in Hazel Monday. Interment was in Pleasant
Grove cemetery late in the afternon of the same day. Bro. K. G.
Dunn conducted the funeral rites.
Bro. Smith is survived by his
Widow, MTV Aeis Nesbitt-- Smith
remains
accompanied_ the
who
from Cleveland, 0. He had been
ill several weeks with compliSeveral ministers and
cations.
many other friends and relatives
from Tennessee attended the funeral services here.

29c
39c
15c
10c
20c

- Sale! Hosiery

On Sale Friday, June 7
KITCHEN MATS, 36x72
39c
Towels
10c ea.
Cannon Bath
- Extra Heavy Bath Towels .: 20c ea.
20c ea.
Pictures
Brassieres
10c
10c
Ladies' Panties
On Sale Saturday, June 8
. . 19c yd.
Table Oil Cloth, ......
15c
Salad Bowls
20c ea.
Luncheon Cloths, 50x50
15c ea.
10 qt. Galvanized Pails
Tumblers
2
for 5c
Table
3 for 10c
Ice Tea Glasses
You Get More For Your Money
Shop at
3
When
3
Big Days
Big Days

WOULD PAY $1000
TO FEEL BETTER
Action. it contains a substance to
warm the stomach, sharpen appetite. It contains iron, and iron is
needed in the creation of strength
Why just wish you felt better? giving red blood cells. It attacks
Why keep on worrying because you the malarial infection in the blood
feel tired, weak, rundown, can't that may be weakening you by desleep, feel bilious, have no pep when stroying red blood cells. It gently
you can do something about it with speeds up removal of waste matter
no money risk—when you can try through the bowels. /f you do not
()KIDDIE on the guarantee that if feel much better after taking the
the FIRST bottle doesn't help you, FIRST bottle of Oxidine your money
you can have your money back? will be returned oxiniNE costs
OXIDINE has a wonderful 4 Way only 00c. Piked Lot aver Do4 Yelwo
TURNROW DRUG CD., Hazel Ky.

50c Oxidic', Guarantees
Belief or Money Back

you

H. A. McELROY CO

[WiIk Drug

INCORPORATED

ct
Hosiebr, Sheer and
Extra Sheer,

Yard Goods — Ginghams, Batistes,

Skirts in Blue, Pink,

Wash Silks, Piques, Sharkskins

Checks and Whites

I 9c up

$1 -$1.98

49c up

J. E. Littleton & Co.
Murray, Ky
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Our Community Has Benefited From Work
Projects Administration Health Projects

PAGE FIVE

PA

A Makes Rapid Progress on
Kentucky Dam at Gilbertsville

Editor's Note: The following am edoubled in 10 years in the State
Stele les Dr. P. E. Blackerby. field of Kentucky, and approximately
agent atilt .United States Public 50.000 rural homes have been supfarm of 175 acres, 40 acres of botHealth Service, give* information plied with sanitary privies for
tom land. Large body of timabout ell'PA Public Health services the proper dieposal of human
Price reasonable.
ber.
Good
which is especially interesting as waste. 11) some sections of the
terms. W. V. Edmunds, Murray
ae observe "Our Conutawaity Has State. ditching. draining and oilM30p
Route 5,
Been Beaefitted" Week.
ing projects for the control di
For a number of years there malaria, through the prevention
HOUSE CLEANING, Floor wax.
have been work projects in Ken- of mosquito breeding. have been
ing. Will do any kind or work.
Lucky sponsored by State and and ,are still being carried out
Call No. 6. L D. Martin, Z. T.
County Health Departments And under work projects with resultMcGehee,.
lc
carrying such health implications ant . good effect in the protection me,
as to make-- them of very distinct of public health: .11 is not enough
GENUINE Brinly fthetus Plows,
advantage - in the program for the to merely cite the immediate etChattanooga Double Shovels, Peg
prevention of communicable dis- feet on families directly benefited
Harrows, 14-Tooth
Cultivators.
eases and the promotion of public by improved sanitary eonvehm
Sexton & Douglass Hdw. Co. lp
health. Among those deserving •ierices, but ,apeotion should be
special mention are the following. called to the fact that there is
HELNMS CHICKS — RF.DUCFD
PRICES—M.95 up. Leghoin ilea, The state-made meatat project generally an awakened conscience
mow on the 'part of the people of the
has aeommo- emeie-m
$290. Government approved,
maintaining
State
to
the
need
for
_ bloodtested.
Immediate
a mostanee to_4404,_
CLIPS,
profess i
delivery. Hatching year around.
"
•-74 7
'
"-iir 4161*IF the- W°PeT e°IP
Free bulletin. HELM'S HATCHKentucky. Throogh the tranicrih-i venienees for the. Safe disposal -of
ERY, 130 KENTUCKY, PADUing and indexing of records. -WPA human waste and the protection of
C4 H.
M3Op
clerks have made factual know- food and water supplies. - Sponsored by official agencies
ledge readily. accessible to the
WE
SPECIALIZE
in
Tasty
Fancy
county health officers, nurses. and other than the State' Health DeCastes, Pies, Pastries for parties
sanitary inspecters, that are invile partment, many sewing projeels
and social functions of every deuable to them as sources of .in' hove been provided Mhroughout
scription. Let us serve you, Murformation. and . guidance in ren- the State. and these have in numray Baking Co. Phone 79.
tf
dering health services -to the erous instances c'ontributed much
people of Kentucky. While the help .to health department services.
STREAMLI1=D 1939 WRECKER
. ,
etse surgeons' gowns. nurses'
work of these clerks is not vii SERVICE. New equipment. 24rim- and other clime ...aerial
to- the cc-mimes-thy. like a road or.
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
numerous to ' mention, have
a 'public buildieg. it contributem I t
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
materially to the well being of been available for health departphone 97; Night phone 543-W.
r,ent clinics and field services,
incaviduals In the community, Ae re
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
WPA clerk, in checking with ceet and in addition • to these, there
and Service.
tficates end school record*. re- have been distributed, under the
ports to the health ufficer. the im- sponsorship of fiscal courts. quanFACTORY RECONDITIONED car
munization status of children Of tita.a of clean linen for homes of,.
engines for any make of car or
all ages and points out any needed people in need, and this has made
truck. Cylinder regrinding. Crank
corrections of defeets.. At clinics possible „mere facilities for cleanshaft
grinding, bursted cylinders
of all kinds. WPA employees pre- liness ih the tare of the sick, and
and cracked water jackets repare 'and sterilize dressings. and. for mothers of. newborn children.
paired, main bearings poured and
facilitate the handling of patients These materials, together with
line reamed; rewound armature
by acting as receptketists.,and tak- clothing provided for needy people
for all make of automobiles, fuel
ing records. .As a result of. these are of great value in elevating the
pump and carburetor exchanges;
helpful services. Ohealth depart- Standards Of healthful tieing in
connecting
rods
ground
and
inents in Kentucky are admittedly the :home,
1. Upper left: Where excavation
poured for all make cars. Wholeproviding some of the best annual
Under the frying conditions that
is in progress for the foundation of
sale
and retail prices. If it can
reports that _am available in the have prevailed during recent years
the navigation lock at the Kencountry. Many of these rePorta, of depression. the Weak Projects
I wish to take this opportunity be fixed, we'll fix it. Turner's
tucky Darn, TVA's great flood conAuto
Machine Shop, Coldwater,
have been_ loaned to other states Administration has been a most
trol and navigation project on the
in 'behalf of the Hazel FFA chap- Ky., Murray Route 1.
May3Op
r
for *illustration porposese--useful agency in its cooperation "
Tennessee River at Gilbertsville,
ten' to express appreciation and
rk
W0
Under the, State-Wide Health i with State and local health deKy. The navigation lock will be
of money)..
Project, alma generous meastance partments. note-only through the
thanks to Mr. Shackelford, dis- FOUND—Small sum
one of the largest single lift locks
given in the establish- projects herein mentioned. but in
tributor of Hy-Trous, for donating °valor identify and pay for this '
has
Old age pensions or annuities for in any inland river in this counIn keeping with the. SmithClimaxing
63
active
years
as
an
advertisement.
Call
115.
lp
ment . and maintenance of a Kahn- many othee ways': better facilities Hughes Home Economics program all persona who have passed 60 try:- The lock chamber, through
to our chapter one quart of this
Laboratory. and in the operation for the housing and care of school for high schools. Mrs. Ralph years were recommended to the Un- which boats will pass, will be 110 educater, Dr. John W. Carr. be- liquid fertilizer.
FOR SALE—Toiffato Slips. 50 cts,
. of a mechanical statistical depart- children, as may be witnessed by Churchill. home 'economics teacher employment Conference of the feet wide and 600 feet long, and loved dean and past president of
Five gallons of this fertilizer is per hundred. Baby Chicks. 7c
,
ment.
:the Many new - schools that have At Murray High School, is carry- House by its committee on Social will provide a single lift of 73 Murray State College. has been
each, or 6M per hundred. Murray
elected as. President Emeritus by
Hossekeeping Aide Project:
.said to equal one ton of average Hatchery.
been erected in recent .-years. ing on 'home projects in which Security and Old Age Pensions
lc
feet.
fertilizer.
This
solution
is
made
a
unanimous
report
last
week.
TheIn many homes where illness through Federal aid: the many her students choose their
Murray's
Board
of
Regents.
projects
2. Upper Right: The concrete
by mixing one teaspoonfull of Hy- STOVEWOOD FOR SALE—Good,
report will have to be considered
has occurred. or some other con- other public buildings serving a and carry them out in the home.
Born
in 1859 in Lawrence Trous to a gallon of
water. Make sound, oak wood, anytime, you
dition developed that temporarily like purpose Mr improved houSby the entire conference as part of mixer now being erected at the
Mrs. Churchill states that she is
County, Ind., and educated in the an application of one cup of this want it. Prices right. Also genincapacitated the mother or the ing;. the- many miles of unproved
a final master report which will Kentucky Dam, TVA's great river
housekeeper' in the home, women roads in the State. offering an out- meeting with excellent coopera- be made after all committees have development project at Gilberts- primary and secondary schools of fertilizer per plant, then repeat eral hauling of all kinds. Call
tion on the part Of studentw•and completed their recommendations. yule. The placing of concrete in that state. Die Carr taught his after 15 to 20 days.
439 or see us at 904 W. Maim
SmilaloYed throtiO the wie"et Ped- :let - fcir market and recreational
tic
Oakley Bros.
----EfalertindsmagmleMBekeeptreg-nrithar
The -Social Security -and Old Age .the__,nayig.ation lock .at the- Ken- first school in 1877. ga years ago.
and -me mmm,eee amere
Anyone interested' in the results
"'The object of the work," ac- Peneions Committee, which has Mucky Dam is scheduled for an He received his AB and MA dehave gone into the homes of canon-al projects: all stand as fine
. people unable to employ help and Must ations of a benevolent gov- cording:to the director. "is to con- been working for nearly two early date.
grees from Indiana University, did of this, fertilizer is welcome to
3. Lower left: To clear the bed graduate work at Columbia. and come and see our tomatoes after
, have taken -over the responsibility ernrnere'seartitude toward not only vince girls that they ean do work months on its. report, consists
of looking after the household imprevir.g healh and educational at home and to give them'-actual Grank B. Keefe (Rep., Wis.), chair- of the river for dam construction, received his Ph. D. degree from this fertilizer has been applied.
duties, the care of' children, and standards Mr the people, but also. -practice in 'the work studied ari man; Homer D. Angell iR., Ore- a coffer dam is temporarily placed islew .York University,' By-Harold Grogan
the -peepanttion of mealsmand this me wear hmtme projects-a-affording 4mene . economics.„classes-- - go ---Franck E. offaveriner . mammal the vonstructtonearea and
Murray's "Grand old man" has
etilindid serviee . has directly into Thousands of people
Tne projects started will be coin- Calif.), 'Gerald W. Landis (R., In- then the enclosure is pumped free
fluenced living conditions in many who 'imuld have suffered Immeas- pOted within the next few weeks.' diana), Martin Smith (D., Washe. of water. The coffer darn at the taught schools and held adminisOur services would
Let us have the names. of your not be complete withhorites, and asla result. has natur- urably as. a 'result of the economic Some of the following subjects that John H. Tolan ID., Calif), Jerry Kentucky Dam will be one of the trative posts in Indiana Ohio, New
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locals.
and County Health Departments
many little things that
suits. pajamas or -ether articles'
The report contains a careful- shows a portion of the coffer dam
During the World War he workhave been Sponsors of this proa woman intuitively
of clothing, planning meals, iron- analysis showing the major import- that has been completed. It con- ed with
the
War
Camp
Community
ject, and the work contributed by
seems to know should
ing, upholstering, furniture, pre- ance of an old age pension sys- sists of large circular ,.sells formed
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be done and does
paring onea.b. personal appearance,, tem for our Whole economy, and- by driving . eteel sheet piling
gracefully and tactfully,
applauded ,generally by the'phyroom decoration and canning.
. then makes five comprehensive through the bed of the river to Va.. and Charleston, S. C.
Mrs. Charlie Fennel is improvDr. Carr came to Kentucky in
siciane.
that the lady assistant
"national becifock and then ,filling the cells
ing.slowly. Those who visited her. During the - month K)Ilowing the recommendations for a
Is becoming an imporSanitation Projects:
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of
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school
the
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will
tant factor in modern
Many'work projects contributing last week were Mr. and Mrs. Acro
A CALIFORNIA PRUNE
phasizes the vital relation' be- of the river bed. The cells range of Hygiene in the Department of
funeral service.
to sanitation have been carried Miller and son, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar visit and advise with each student
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consumer purchas- from 58 to 100 feet in diameter_ Education. In 1922 he became state
tween
adequate
relative
to
the
project
in
hand.
Mrs. Churchill's serduring recent years. and as an ila Thompson and two sons. Mrs.
and are 100 feet in height. The superintendent of high schools. He
QUICK RELIEF
vices are always availThe following students have been ing power and national recovery, coffer darn is being built in two
lustration of the value -of these, it Norman Bennett' and two daughpurchasing
power
showing that
came to Murray the following year
able Vk Ilene ver and
may be said that the number of ters. Mrs. Charlie Bennett. Mrs. visited this week. Geneva Crass
FROM
with production or sections. The first section now to organize 'and become president
wherever the need
water purification ad sewage dis- tie Thweatt and daughter. Riley Myrtlene Cooper, Frances Wilson, must keep pace
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and
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of the recently authorized "normal
arises.
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result.
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J. H. Churchil:
For Sale at
to produce enough for all the way bridge, the''railroad on which 1936. and has been dean since.
Burchett.
- Mrs. •Linda Simmons of near people and that if all the people will be relocated across the comIn December. 1939, the College
Funeral Home
Mrs. Gentile Trible from Har- Macedonia spent last week - with
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Sunbeam Band Meets
Tuesday
The Sunbeam Band met Tuesday
afternoon at 4 o'clock at the Baptist Church and held its regular
meeting with 12 members and one
visitor present.
The following program was presented:
Hymn, "Be a Little Sunbeam."
Bible Study, John 44, Mrs. Netter.
Prayer. Alice Turner.
"What a Revival Service Meant
to Me". Lois Love Paschall.
"Does It Pay?", Christeen Hull"What I Did for My Sunbeam
Beltd.," _Alice_ Turner.s
BOIT Call, each child -giving a
Bible verse.
Hymn, "Praise Him, Praise Him."
Closing prayer, Betty White.
RA's Meet Tuesday Afternoon
The RA met Tuesday afternoon
for its regular program. The program follows:
Hymn, "The King's Business."
Topic: Pledge of Allegian
Commission and Declaration of
order.
Devotional: "Steadfast in the
.
Face of Danger.
"Cripple Tom Goes to Africa",
told by Gene Orr Miller, Bennie
George, James Herndon and' Frank
Turner. •
"Lawrence Wins Out,". Gene
Herndon.
"I Would
Be True," Jimmie
White.
"What Can a Brave Boy Do?",
Joe Pat Lee.
"Steadfast Jerry," .ty leader,
Mrs. Laymon White.
Those present for the meeting
were Billie Joe Denham, Jimmie
White, Bennie Gorge, _Frank Turner, Gene Herndon, Bobby Hodge,
0. B. Trisrpleow.
Baptist Woman's Missionary
Group Hold Meeting

Sady Nell, attended the funeral
of Mr. Cunningham at Cherry Friday afternoon.
Rev. J. E. Skinner of Jackson,
Tenn., was in Hazel Sunday to fill
his regular monthly appointment
at the Baptist church in the morning at 11 o'clock and in the evening at 7:30.
Mrs. Vergil Rolling and children
of Mlddlesburgh, Ky., are in Hazel
visiting relatives.
Misses Hazel Jones and Julia
Frances -Curd are in
Jackson,
Tenn., visiting Mrs. Rebt. Crockett.
Mrs. Doris Orr and childsen of
Bruceton. Tenn.. are here visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Miller.
Miss Elizabeth Jones has returned home (ruin Alabama where
she has been teaching.
---Lilco

Grove where funeral'serviceswere
held Monday afternoon with Bro.
K. G. Dunn in charge. Mrs. Smith
was the daughter of the late Charlie Nesbitt.
Mrs. Fannie Chrisnean of Frankfort relurned home Monday after
spending several days visiting in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. W.
Chrisman.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell spent
the week-end in Somerville..Tenn.,
As the guests of their daughter,
Mrs. Earl Rogers and Mr. Rogers. •
Miss Anna Hill was in Paris recently on business.
Miss Marelle Orr. Mrs. Clifford
Hill and Mrs. Will Jones were Paducah visitors Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Frey, Mrs.
Callie Lowry of Paris, Mr. and
Mrs. Jethro Maddox, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas
Maddox
of Bruceton.
Tenn., Mr. Sind Mrs. Robert Maddox of Brownsville, Tenn.. were
in Hazel for the funeral of Cason
Maddox.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Daily and
children and Miss Ruby Blakely
spent the week-end in Paducah
visiting relatives and friends.
Mrs. Wayland Perry was in the
Mason Hospital Sunday for treatment.
ae
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Hale of
Murray were guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
Chrisman and their
visitor Mrs. Fannie Chrisman, of
Frankfort, last Week.—
Mrs. Eva Curd was in Murray
on business Friday.
J. M. Marshall was in Murray
on business Friday afternoon.
Mrs. Otho Farris and daughter,

OF PADUCAH

the quality store of fine fashions
Add charm' and grace
to your home with

SHIPMASTER SAILCLOTH

SLIP COVER
FABRICS

News

Mr. and Mrs. Elton Oakley and
daughter. Barbara Dell, were
guests of Ms_ and Mrs. Curios
Brooks and Mr and Mrs. Stanley
Duncan Saturday afternoon and
evening.
Ur. ad M.-. Fuqua Hopkins were
Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Childress.
Several persons from this corninanity attended the singing at
Benton Sunday.
Everett Duncan purchased a new
car recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lee, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward. Lee and Donald
Lee were guests recently of Mr.
and Mrs. Preston Lee of Arkansas.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jones visited
over the week-end with the former's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Monroe
Jones of the Aurora community.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Winchester
of Midway were Sunday guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Kara Scott and
family.—Blue Eyes.

Prowler Enters
Bedroom While
Occupants Sleep

An uniaentified
rson entered
The Woman's. Missionary Society
met Tuesday afternoon at two the bedroom of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
o'clock in Hazel Baptist Church Weaks Jr. on Tuesday night but
for its mission study class. The the occupants of the room failed to
discover any loss through robbery.
program follows:
Mr. Weeks returned from a visit
Hymn. "Send the Light."
After the devotional by, Mrs. to his mother's about 10 o'clock to
find
a door which he had left
Lela Wilson, Mrs. Paull Daily led
the class in the discussion of "A locked, unlocked. Thinking this
Stranger Within thy Gates". The was unusual, but not ,alarmed, he
interesting lesson covered chapter retired.
Between 10;30 and 11 o'clock. he
two.
At the close of the lesson, a Was awakened by his wife's shaking
abort -business meeting was con- him. Both. Mr. and Mrs. Weak&
ducted by Mrs. Turnbow, president are deaf mutes, but Mrs. Weeks
succeeded in spelling out on her
of the society.
Following hymn "We'll Work fingers held against her husband's
Maus cerne5." Mrs.. Stella _Par-. back that "someone had touehed
her thfee tirries7—
-ry Neely gave the benediction.
When Weeks got up to turn. on
light, the marauder escaped
The body of Bro. C. B. Smith. the
through the same window he had
Cleveland, 0., was brought to
entered. No motive for the enHazel on the noon trntn - Monday
trance was expressed.
rnd carried to South Pleasant

•

Baptists Expect to Enlarge Home With Drive Fund

Program Announced
For Sunday School
Day Entertainment
The
Lynn
Greve
Methodist
Sunday School will present its
annual Sunday School program
Sunday night, June 2, at eight
o'clock.
. The program will be as follows:
"I was Glad", choir—Senior and
Intermedisac Classes.
Hymn—XBdience.
"In Christ There is No East or
West--Choir.
"Fairest Lord Jesus"—Choir.
Bible reading—Evelyn Lockhart.
Prayer—Rex Lax.
Song—Little people of Junior
classes.
Reading—LaVenia Ann Jones.
Song—Carolyn Hughes.
Reading—William Bryan Story.
"Be Still My Soul—Choir. •
Reading—Sue Lockhart.
Collection.
"Prayer for Peace—Choir.
Solo—Odine Swann.
Shultg, Murray
State Teachers College.
"Through Love to Light—Choir.
Benediction:

Not Everviindy in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
evferybody reads it!

Wet Paint?
Don't Worry! We Can Fix It in a Jiffy!

PLATT'S

SPAN
&
SPIC
CLEANERS'
Hazel, Ky.
Our business is to improve
your appearance.

79c yd.
These hard finish maof sturdy sailcloth, in florals, stripes,
and solids insure longer
wear ... Features such
as pre-shrunk, washable and fast coloring
add so muclti more to
their value:

Pictured above are some of the younger children at the Kentucky Baptist Children's Home, Glendale, Ky,
The older girls standing in the background are taking their turns at stalling table.
GLENDALE. Ky.—eSpecial)—
The veunger boys and girls at the
Kentucky Baptist Children's Home
here eat together. as illustrated in
the accompanying photograph, but
space requirements enforce separate dining for the older boys and
girls. Even brothers and sisters
who are residents. of the home do
not see each other at mealtime,
after they have begun to grow
up.
This will be remedied if Kentucky Baptists in June succeed in
raising $75,000 for a contemplated
enlargement of the home.
A
larger dining room will be pro-

vided, brothers and sisters will
sit together at meals, and all the
buys and girls will have the benefit of more normal association together, as in private homes.
The home will be 25 years old
June 23. In commemoration of
the anniversary, Baptists plan to
raise the fund for additions which
will make it possible for the home
to take in more orphans.
Dr. J. G. Barbe, superintendent,
says the home could take in per.
haps 1,000 more children, so great
is the -demand, if it had the facilities. For the present, the institution is planning to make room
immediately for only
100 new

In
with
Well, we have plenty of sunshine. from
At last we can work and work all Club
we want to, making tobacco hills.
planting beans, setting tomatoes
and lots of things.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Paschall
and children, Max and Winnie Kay,.
James Miller Deering, and Mrs.
Martha Paschall were in Murray
Monday afternoon. Mrs. Alvie Waldrop, Mrs. Luther
Mothral and Mrs. Mgt Waldrop visited Mrs. Tom I.ampkins Tuesday
afternoon of •latit week. Mrs. Lewis Neal Paschall visited
in Bell City Monday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Olin Sheridan and
son. Adolphus. visited in Haris
Grove Sunday night.
Mrs. Martha Paschall ard little
grandson, Max Paschall, were in
the home of John Paschall Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paschall and
Mrs. Arie Paschall were dinner
guests of Leland Paschall Mouday
of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Paschall were
in the home of Mrs. plartha Paschall Thursday of last week.
Misses Kathleen and Evon Tyler
and little Mildred Tyler spent Saturday in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Wingo.
Miss Dome Paschall, Mr. and
Mrs. Clay Cook and Mrs. Nannie
Paschall were in , Paris one day
last week ot business.
Leland Paschall spent the weekend atones Mill with his sister,
Mrs. Guss Lampkine and his nephew, Cecil Paschall, and Mrs. Paschall.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Lassiter and
little son, Wallis, were Sunday dinner guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Chesley Paschall.
James Miller Deering spent Saturday night in the home of Mrs.
Martha Paschall.
John Paschall and James Miller
Deering were in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Chesley Paschall Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Jimmie Jones was in the
home pf her brother, John Paschall,
tiriclay afternoon.
Visitors in the home of Mrs.
Amanda Orr Sunday were Mrs.
Ethel Harding, Mrs. Roy Orr, Mrs.
Mode Orr.
I want to say hello to the Paschall
and Deering and Nance children
in Detroit. The writer is anxiously
whiting for you all to get your
vacations and come home.
John and Lillie Paschall and
James Miller Deering and Mrs. Aric
Paschall were visitors of Mr. and
Mrs.- Frances Deering at Pariseane
afternoon last week.
Mr. and Mrs., Adolphus Paschall
and children, Max and Winnie Kay,
and Mrs. Martha Paschen were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlin Paschall.'
Mrs. Tom Larniskins is somewhat
improved at this writing.
Jimmie Jones and son. Parvin,
were in the home of Roy Paschall
Sunday afternoon.
Guy Nance was seen in Paris
recently. .

Bad Road News

Letcher county farmers and the
Big Sandy Production Credit Association are cooperating to buy a
jack.

NOTICE
Due to business ()lit of the
city my office will be dosed.
Monday and .TueAday of.
next week.

DR. W.F. BAKER
— cIIIRoPRACToR

terials

children, in addition to the 225
now there. The home has a policy
of conservative expansion, preferring to take in only as many children as can be given the proper
attention.
In addition to living space, A
limiting factor is consideration of
the expense of providing clothing.
medical care, schooling, and food
for the growing youngsters. It
will not be news to parents of
groWng children that boys and
girls can consume a great deal of
food. but it may astonish others to
learn that for a meal such as that
pictured above it is necessary to
provide 1,200 hot biscuits.

INQUIRE ABOUT
OUR CUSTOM-MADE
SLIP COVER SETS

Drapery Dept.

Third Floor

Todd county, 60 beef cows
Hybrid corn use has doubled
calves by side were imported since 1938 in one-third of KenTexas to 'be placed with 4-H tucky counties making an early
start on the siZed, it is reported.
members.

WilT KIPS

Give your windows a
beauty treatment with

OF PADUCAH

ORGANDIE
CURTAINS

the quality store of fine fashions

SPECIAL
PURCHASE

,r.

EVENT!

White only
84 inches wide
yards tong
Permanent Finish
44 inch Quaker

39c yd.

Lace:,Nets

Matching double widths

Hemmed sides in shell and ivory

Field-crest Wearwell
SHEETS

Martex
TOWEL SETS
22x44 Towel

63x99 Sheets
72x99 Sheets
72x108 Sheets
81x99 Sheets
81e108 Sheets
42x36 Cases
36x36 Cases

each 59c

15x24 Guest Towel

each 35c

Wash Cloth

each 15c

All matching . . . Dusty Rose, Coral,
Blue, Green, Gold.

each
each
each
each
each
eaeh
each

1.00
1.05
1.10
1.10
1.25
.20
.27

BATES
Distinctive

Bed Spreads
6.95
•
ACTUAL
6.50 and 7.50
VALUES
Gay spreads to dress up
your bedroom!__ . Candlewicks, chintzes, novelty
cottons. Whites„ florets, ,
plaids.

Sensational' Summer Savings
•
These. beautiful Gerrtine Leghorns arse the finest we've ever
. Fine tailored imirns
offered at this extremely low prlee
and gorgeous dressy hats . . But you must see Orel, to
al
aa....,i
ppreciate what wonderful styles era values they
really

Book Closed
Charge Purchases go on
July 1st Statements

Millinery Dept. 2nd Floor

Bank of Murray Bldg.
9-12 and 2-6 Daily

Phone 1.22
•

•

:
.

•
11...-4•4•206,11,

0.0•44.4.ft.

t- •••-•

Ob.

•
•

•

C COPY' FADED
•
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to do fuithei graduate work at!
the University of Illinois.
Barchall Doran of Chicago was
the guest of his mother, Mrs.
Cammie Paschall. and. aunt Miss
Nelle Doran over the week-end.
returning to Chicago Sunday.
Miss Minnie Chrisrnan is confined to her room with illness.
'Clyde Lyon. editor of the Dover Mr Darnall's sister. - Mrs. Ruby
Miss Nelle Doran, Mrs. R. H.
-Courier, Dover. Tenn.. was a Isit- Walker of Benten.
Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Paschall,
or in Murray Monday.
• James M. Thomas, editor 0t the and Mrs. Harvie Paschall were
R. M Francis of the U. S. Navy 'Model Star. visited his grandson. dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
stationed on the aircraft. carrier Thomas Barrett who has been a Buddie Paschall Sunday.
Mrs. J. %V. Stitt of Clarksdale.
Ranger at Norfolk. Va., visited patient in the Clinic Hospital for
Miss., has returned to her home
Elder and Mrs. C. L. Francis last , several weeks.
spending a week with her
after
week.
' Miss Rebecca Farmer, daughter
Mr. Tharp Cunningham of Cadiz of Mr. and Mrs.. Autry Farmer. daughter-Mrs. Joe Baker and famwas a business visitor in Murray arrived home the first of this week ily and attending the graduation
'Monday.
Bethel Woman's College, exercises of her. grandson, Charles
from
Dr.. andMrs. E. W. McClure left Hopkinsville. where' he was grad- Mason Baker.
Mr. and -Mrs. R. R. Melcon were
Monday for Hepkinsville to spend uated on Monday. May 27. While
a few days Noah their _daughters a student in Bethel. Miss Farmer in Nashville Friday.
Mr. and Mfs. C. P. Currier and
Earle Mae and Shirley. whci are at: was a member of the Student
tending Bethel Wuman's College. Council. Baptist Student Union. daughter. Dot, left Saturday for
Paris.
will
ladies
accompany
young
Tenn, where they will
The
Cercle Francaise. secretary of the
Dr. and Mrs. McClure home about Young
Woman's Auxiliary and make their home.
president of Delta Psi Omega.
W. T. Walker. Newburgs Ky.,
June 1. • ,
The juniors and seniors of Mur- long a subscriber to the Ledger &
L. S. Farris left Monday for
Chicago. having been called there ray High School enjoyed a day's Times, visited the office Saturday.
because of the serious condition of outing at Dunbar Cave near stating that it was the first time
his step grandson. Roger Bradley, Clarksville. Tenn., Monday. This he had been away from home for
who was hurt in an automobile ac- eannual picnic was attended by 70 three months.
Governor Keen Johnson war pt estnted with an ice cream cake and
cident last week. According to members of the two classes and
Mr. arid Mrs. Edward Freeman other superior dairy products of the state as he proclaimed "June
Dairy
meager reports received by Mr. faculty members.
visited in Barlow. Ky., with Mrs. Month" in Kentucky. in co-ordination with the
nation-wide event, in
Farris, Bradley. Who is in a ChicaH. L. Hughes. who has been Mary B. Lee and family Saturday the presence
of a number of leaders in the dairy industry, representing
go hospital, received numerous teaching at Sikeston. Mo.. re- evening. Mrs. Lee also had as
cuts, bill no broken bones.
turned last week to spend a'few her guests her daughter, Mrs. Bill producers. processors and distributors.
Gathering in the Governor's private office for the presentation
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Darnall and weeks at his home before going Batts and friend. Miss Ruth Evechildren spent the 'weekend with - to Urbana, Ill, where he plans lyn Butrick of Washington, D. C. were: P. K. Hollenbach, Butterrnan Ice Cream Co: Frank C. Wright.
After visiting with their friends secretary, Dairy Products Association of Kentucky; J. T. Satchwell,
in Barlow, they returned to spend president, Dairy Products Association of Kentucky; W. R. Brooks.
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs. Armour Creameries; R. B. Shipman, president, Kentucky Jersey Cattle
F. W. Pirtle of Paducah. o
Club, Shelbyville: Joe T. Lovett, managing director, Kentucky Chain
Elmus Beale. Robert Smith, Bill Stores Bureau; Richard Duncan, secretary, Falls City
Co-operative Milk
Swann and Mayor George Hart Producers Ass'n; H. H. Neel. Eviong Von Al/rnen
Co.: William H. May.
left yesterday to attend the auto- Commissioner of Agriculture of
Kentucky; Fred T. Flynn, Milk Market
mobile races at Indianapolis on Administrator;
C. C. Button, Blue Valley Creamery; A. M. Carson,
Memorial Day.
HOME OWNED
PROMPT DELIVERY
Little Miss Patty Sue Rowland Cherokee Sanitary Milk Co.; 0. A. liagee, H & B Milk Co.. Frankfort,
is visiting in Mayfield this week and Richard Orr, president. Kentucky Holstein Cattle Club, Glendale,
SUGAR, 100 lb. Godchaux (cash)
$4.80
with her cousin Ruth Rowland.
SUGAR, Fine Granulated, 10 lbs.
46c
Mrs. Guy Gardner, Errett Gard- morrow for New Orleans and other been on leave from
the United
ner and daughter. Ann Kelly. points in Louisiana for a ten days' States Air Corps in order
COFFEE, Our Special, 3 lbs.
29c
to conspent 'Tuesday in Mayfield visit- visit with relatives and friends. tinue his schooling, was called
Maxwell House COFFEE, lb.
25c
ing oelatives.
Miss Frances Sledd left yesterday back to the Colors this week and
Mrs. Clay Darnall and children morping for Alton. Ill.,
PEANUT BUTTER, Quart
21c
where she will report for duty at Fort Knox.'.
and Mrs. Myrtle Reeves and
or the guest of Mr. and Mrs. He is a licensed ,pilot.
CRACKERS. 2 lb. Box
14c
daughter spent Tuesday with Mr. W. M. Hinton
and attend com- .Mrs. Mary Lee Batts and Miss
and Mrs. L. E. Trevathan in May- mencement exercises at
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, 47 oz. Can
15c
Westei-n Ruth Evelyn Butrick of Washingfeild.
ton. D. C. visited Mr. and Mos.
Military Academy.
ORANGE JUICE, 47 oz. Can
23c
Miss Gladys Swann returned to
Edward Freeman Tuesday.
•
Mrs.
Barber
McElrath
returned
CHERRIES, Can
spen dthe summer with her father,
/S.
10c
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Fitschen of
W. F. Swann. Lynn Grove, having Monday from Birmingham. Ala Carrollton and Mr. and Mrs. G.
C.
SALMON, Pink. 2 Cans
29c
completed her teaching year at where she was the guest of Mrs. Bucy and two sons of Paducah
Oliver D. Street.
PEAS, Glen Valley, Can
10c
Hampshire. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ci H. Currier- and were guests of Mr. and Mrs. N. G.
, JELLO, All Flavors, Box
Mrs. Mattie Clark and daughter.
Sc
Miss' Dorothy Currier left Satur- Coy Sunday.
Joline.
Detroit,
are
spending
1 CORN FLAKES, 2 Boxes and Bowl
the
County Superintendent T. C.
17c
week with her father. John Sims. day for Paris. Tenn.. to make their Arnett underwent a tunsilectomy
home.
GERBER'S and HEINZ' BABY FOODS
Lynn Grove.
•`"'
at
the Clinic Hospital Wednesday
Mr. and Mrs. Autrey"Farmer atMr. and Mrs, Hershel Ezell, Big
evening.
tended
the
graduation
of
their
FRESH VEGETABLES OF VARIOUS KINDS
Rock. Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Rub MCMrs. Otis Hatcher and daughter,
Hood and daughters, Reba and daughter. Miss Rebecca Farmer. Patsy Jean. left Sunday for Helena.
from
Bethel
College
at
HopkinsRebecca.
spent Sunday with their
TOILET TISSUE, Charmin, 4 Rolls
Ark., where they will visit with
25c
father. E. E. Douglass, and Mrs. ville on Monday. May 27. They Mr. and Mrs. Merley Powell, Mrs.
Hostess and Sootheene, 3 Rolls
25c
were accompanied home by Miss
Douglass. Lynn Grove.
HatAer's uncle.
Avilin, 3 Rolls
10c
John R. ,Phillips of the .College Farmer' who will spend the sumORANGES, California, Per Dozen
30c
Addition is seriously ill. All of trier vacation with, her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. iGordon Johnston
his children are at his pectside.
ORANGES, Florida, Per Dozen
20c
of Chicago announeedlhe birth of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
.Ro
Wlett.
of
LEMONS, Nice Size, Dozen
15c
Advance, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Keith a son. Richard_ Karl. on Sunday.
BROOMS, Priced from
23c to 45c
hosVenable. of Hopkinsville. Ky., May 26, at the Evariston,
MATCHES, 6 Boxes
15c
Clough Venable. of Frankfurt. Ky., pital. - Mrs, Johnston's mother.
Sheriff J. I. Fox 'announced toJack & Jill BLEACH, Quart Size
and Mrs. R. M. Church and chil- Mrs. H. E. Holton, is vete:Eng,
10c
dren. Doris and Sidney of Stilwell. some time with them in Chicago.. day that he made his settlement
P & G, OCTAGON or 0. K. SOAP, 6 Bars
25c
Me.
with
and
the Fiscal Court in session
Mrs.
Vernon
Hale left
Okla., who are visiting in the
SWEETHEART TOILET SOAP, 4 Bars
19c
county, were Sunday dinner guests yesterday morning for Annapolis.. here Menday. May 27. and motored
FLOUR PRICES SOME CHEAPER
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Venable of Maryland. where they will visit to Frankfort that afternoon.
their son.. Cadet. SolOn Hale. at
He was in conference with audinear Stella.
MEAL, Bu.
55c 10 lbs.
24c 5 lbs.
13c
the Naval Academy. They will tors of the State Department
Miss Katherine Simpson. Mrs.
of
visit points of interest in the east Audits and Accounts
Annie Wilson and her daughter
Tuesday and
before,returning home.
VISIT OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT
received his quietus.
Mrs. Isis Willoughby of ClarksMr. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey and
According to Sheriff Fox in acville, Tenn, Were visitors of Mr.
Fresh Meats, Cold Lunch Meats, Local Beef,
Miss Betty Yancey .will leave Fri- counts amounting
and Mrs. J. B. Brown Sunday
to approximately
Armour's, Krey's, Swift's Brands Carried.
day for Georgetown. Ky., to spend
000
the figures were withafternoon.
a short vacation with Mrs. Yan- in less than
Dressed Hens and Fryers
10c of a balance at
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Ownbey and
cey's parents, Dr. and Mrs. Jones. the first check,
which is an unlittle son Richard Dean of Paris
Highest Prices Paid for Eggs
Mrs. J. W. Stitt of. Clarksdale. usual
record.
Tenn., visited with their uncle Miss,
was the guest last Week of
Mr. Fox extends his profound
PROMPT DELIVERY I and aunt. J B. and Mrs. Brown her daughter. Mrs. Joe Baker. hav- thanks
PHONE 12
to the citizens'Of Calloway
Sunday afternoon.
ing c
- ome for the graduation of County
and Murray and their
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Redden en her
grandson. Charles
Mason close cooperation with him, which
tertained Friday evening honor- Baker,
from Murray High School. made possible the
ing Mr and Mrs. C. P. Curier Cecil
settlement of
Stitt of Clarksdale arrived. the county's
affairs in record
and Miss Dorothy Currier who left for
the week-end , and was ac- time.
Saturday 'for Paris. Tenn., to companied
home by his mother,
make their home.
and Martha Jean and Job Graves
Mrs. R. R. Meloan returned Tues- Baker
who will remain for a
day from the Vanderbilt Hospital visit.
in Nashville where she had been
Mr. and Mrs.: J. E. Littleton
since lastoFriday for examination spent
Sunday. Monday. and Tues,,
and treatment. Mr. Meloan and day
in St. Louis where they did
Dr. Katherine Fisher, who accom- summer
shopping on the St.
panied her to Nashville on Fri- Louis
market.
day. returned to Murray
that
Emmett Story. Calvert City, a
Large Size
evening.
student at 'Murray Celleze who has
Mrs. M. E. Shaw of Hickman
is spending several days with her
daughter,- Mrs. Vernon StubbleLarge jar
field. Jr.. and Mr. Stubblefield.
Mrs. Harold Schroader of WashOne
ington. D. C.. Mrs. B. F. Schroader
24—PHONES-25
Tea Glass
and Mrs. Jgck Farmer spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Strawberries. Small, Qt.
Berry in Marion. Ky.
Large Aromas, Qt.
12o
MONARCH
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Barnett and New Pole Beans lb.
Large jar
10e
Voris Wells left last night for De12l4c
troit to visit relatives and friends. Nice Tomatoes, lb.
Lud Frazer and Richard Cocke Fancy Florida and California
Makes good meat better
were business viellgors in Murray
Oranges. 2 for
Sc
today.
Large Grapefruit, each
Sc
Mr., and Mrs. 0...T Hale and two
grandchildren---of Sarasota. Fla., Stokely's Grapefruit Juice
oz.""
46 oz. Can
15c
and Miss Ruby Jane Hale. who
has been in school in Cleveland. Scott county Tomato Juice
Tenn., arrived yesterday for a
46 oz. Can
•
15c
visat with relatives in Murray.
2 Kellogg's Corn Flakes and a
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Jones, Mrs.
Fancy Cereal Bowl
17c
William A. Long and daughters.
Sandra Lee and Toby Ann. of Two 10c Cans Snow King
TOPMOST
QT.
Blytheville. Ark., are guests of
Baking Powder
lie
relatives in Murray and the coun- Mustard. Quart
Jar
10c
ty.
PACKAGES
21c
_
Mrs. William Whitnell left Olio Peanut Butter, Qt. Jar
day for Jackson. 0. where she 2 Lb Box Crackers
15c
LYNN GROVE BEST
will be the guest of her sister. Cranberry Sauce, 17 oz. Can -. 15c
Mrs. Dallas RumMager. -•
24 lbs. Red Beauty Flour
11.1c
Miss fdargaret Ashton of Waynesville. OL C.. is the guest of her 24 lbs. Kentucky Rose Flour ._, Vic
Beet Inspected Pure Lard
sister. Mrs. Frank Therrell.
Dr. Ray - Stark. who has joist
58 lb. Can
SIAM
completed medical school at LSU,
8 lb. Bucket
.
75e
is spending two weeks with his
Both for
11`
liumko Shortening,
parents,• Dr. and Mrs. J. V. Stark
4 lb. Carton
35c
at Kirksey.
Sc
Mrs. W. Ho Briggs of MerAphis Bunch Seed Peas. White. lb.
Large
and Waste Basket
spent the week-end with Mr. and Galion Blue Ribbon Syrup
45e
Mrs. Joe Parker and 'attended the
A new product, Ivory Snow,
I graduation of her nephow. Riisfor stashing fine things ill
sell Albert Parker. from Murray
package and
cold %%also-,
High School.
Rebecca' Holmes,
Miss
who' 7c Ivory Soap for
lie
!teaches at Bethel College. Me- Fine Art Complexion soap,
i Kenzie. Tema, was t4g. week-end
Me
truest of Dr. and • len John ,W. 4 Bars for _
Fat tryers Donned or Not
Carr. Miss Holmes was en route
to her home i.n Lexington, Ky.
Country Sliced Ham
Mrs: C. L. Sharborough, Misses
Pork: Veal, and Extra Beef
;Marion
Jacqueline
and
SherWant to Buy Purple Hull
Free Delivery
borough. Miss Carrie Allison, and
sad Rice Peas,
Miss Jane Melugin will leave to.

Governor Keen Johnson Proclaims 1
"June Dairy Month" in Kentucky

i

Murray Food Market

Sheriff Receives
Quietus Tuesday

NAZIS WIN
yesterday from the sea to Lille
upon a crumbling triangle holding
the flower of the Allied fighting
forces.
It was predicted freely In Berlin that 500.000 British and French
crushed into this segment and de-'
prived of a shield by the sudden
Belgians,
surrender
of 300.000
would be either wiped out or put
behind German barbed wire within two days.
Then, if
wide speculation
is
borne out, there will be a tremendous push on Paris, not England.
French Reported Penned
In the main part of the Allied
triangle, pushed against the .English Channel and blazing Dunkerque, are the men of the British , Expeditionary Force which
rushed in nineteen days ago to
resist the invasion of Belgium.
In the broken-off tip of the triangle, south of Lille. stand the
Frenchmen who tried to break
out of the German trap toward
the south. at Valenciennes. Separated from the British. they are
reported penned in a segment of
twelve square miles. With them
are thousands of hapless, homeless refugees.
LONDON, May 30—Britain hurled her air force into mass battle
last night with waves- of German fighters and bombers over
the vital English channel port
of Dunkerque—last back door to
safety for the Allies' lost battalions
in the Flanders death trap..
The fight for air mastery raged
on into the twilight of an anxious
day for England. These were the
highlights:
1—In
the
Flanders "die-orsurrender" triangle, 500.000 Allied
veterans under Lord Gort, commander-in-chief of the BEE. fought
off repeated German thrusts with
"stiff rear guard action" as they
pushed doggedly down a narrowing corridor toward the coast.
500.000 Ready to Fight
2—Out of the million and a half
men now actually under arms in
Britain. half a million, especially
equipped for modern Mechanized
warfare, are ready for action in
France. They can join the French
on the Somme River line.
3—The War Ministry announced
the capture of the strategic Arctic
iron ore port of Narvik, Norway,
held by Germans through a month
of fighting.
4—On the home front. Britain
extended wartime restrictions to
Americans and
other neutrals,
brought its Home Defense forces
up to 1,500.000 armed men, and
heard the grim prophecy that mass
invasion might be imminent.
Harry Lestei- of the Naval Hospital, Portsmouth. Va.. • visited
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Holland last
week-end.
A. H. Calvert, Mason county, has
bought a high-type herd sire from
a Fayette county producer.
811111111111111.1111111.Ept
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Phone 37

PRODUCE CO.
Highest Market Prices Paid
For Chickens, Eggs, & Wool
PHONE 441
13th and W. Main

Swann's Grocery

LOST LESS NOW

LIVER, lb.
10c
BRAINS, lb.
10c
RIB ROAST, lb.
12/
1
2
MUTTON, lb.
121
/
2e to 15c
LARD, lb.
71
/
2c
SALT BUTTS,'Ib.
6c
CHUCK ROAST, lb.
15c
SAUSAGE,2 lbs.
25c
HAMBURGER, 2 lbs.
25c
BACON BUTTS, lb.
8c
VEAL STEW, lb.
11c
GOOD SLICED BACON, lb. .
18c
FRESH 'ADE PORK, 2 lbs.
25c
DRESSED HENS and FRYERS

"Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs, Hides, Scrap Iron
and Rags.

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET

Prompt Delivery
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By Ralph Wear, S. M.
As Scoutmaster of Murray Troop
No. 45. each year it has been my
keenest desire that each member of our troop attend at least
one week of camp at Camp Pakentuck, near Ozark, Ill, This camp
is owned by the Scouts of this
Area Council and annually hundreds of boys gather at this wonderful spot of natural beauty to
enjoy the great out-of-doors in
an atmosphere of genuine Scouting with expert ufficials in charge.
The Scouts of Happy Valley District, of which Murray's troop is
affiliated, will attend camp during the week of June 30-July 6.
Scout Executive RiTy C: Manchester has full charge of the camp
and with his staff of experts will
be present during this period to
conduct the camp. Murray is fortunate this year in having two of
her own Scouts on the camp
staff. Fred Wells, Eagle Scout of
the Murray Troop, will be a junior
officer and James R. Bailey. a
former Murray Scout, will be in
charge of the waterfront and will
conduct Water Safety classes and
give swimming tests. James, a
member of. the Murray State College varsity swimming team, is
an expert in water safety and has
had experience as Life Guard at
numerous swimming pools.
To make my dream come true—
"Every member attending camp"-Troop No. 45 will present a Scout
Show on Friday. June 21. at the
Murray High School Stadium at 8
o'clock p. m. The show will include
many
entertaining
and
humorous phases of Scouting. The
pre-Cub class will also take part
in the show and will produce many
laughs in their competitive antics.
The show will include tower
building, fire by flint and steel,
First Aid, knot tying, wall scaling.
signaling, water boiling 'contests,
string
burning contests, Scout
games, and numerous other events
which will please you every minute of the 2-hour show.
The show will be directed by
Assistant Scoutmaster Denver Ervin and will be assisted by Junior
Assistants Richard Boggess and
Henry Adams. The troop will be
divided into three groups and will

Phone 214

their captains, Patrol
have
Parker, Maurice
Leaders
Evans. and Fred Wells, while R.
W. Churchill. Jr.. will be captain
of the pre-Cub group.
We have set the admission price
at 10 cents to all. We do not want
to burden any one by a high admission fee, therefore, we are urging every person in Murray and
Calloway county to enjoy this 2hour show—"Scout Sequel Stupendous"—on Friday night June 21
at 8 o'clock and help make it possible for us to have our troop in
attendance 100 per cent.
Watch your local newspaper
for announcements from week ti
week fur news of this Scout show.

Tobacco Chewers
Blamed for Mosaic •
Tobacco chewers are one of
the principal sources of mosaic
disease, according to a new leaflet written by Dr. W. D. Valleau
and Dr. E. M. Johnson of the
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
Tests show that chewing workers
pass the disease from their hands
to the plants while weeding, pulling or setting.

111001:101Dal EDE@
Wallis' Bean

BEETLE KILLER
Guaranteed

15c
Makes

gallon ready spray
•

With purchase of one can
or more, entitles you to 50c
spray for 21c.

•
J. T. WALLIS & SON
Murray, Ky.
LaNDOEMEIDIKiEi

U-TOTEIM
Gov. Keen Johnson has proclaimed June as
State Dairy Month. Its purpose is to promote
the consumption of all dairy products in order
to relieve the surplus and to raise dairy products
prices for the producer.
U-Tote-Em will cooperate I00":, in this
campaign. EAT MORE DAIRY PRODUCTS
DURING JUNE!

FREE!

FOOD MARKET

Top Prices Paid for Fresh Eggs
and Nice Hams.

at

(Continued from Page One)

TOLLEY & CARSON

HEINZ KETCHUP
19`
KOSHER PICKLES
20`
2"c LIPTONS TEA
45`
PICKLE JOY
25`
.ir%” SAUCE
10`
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 47
15`
2 1°`t':- BAKING POWDER 11`
GRAPE JUICE
37`
KLEENEX
2
25`
78c
FLOUR
LAWN RAKES
45`
gyr:: (c" IVORY r0421‘,v
2
CHIPSO
49`
FULL LINE OF FINEST MEATS
FRESH VEGETABLES

Murray Scouts to Present "Scout Sequel
Murray Stadium June 21
Stupendous"

FREE!

FREE!

FREE!

With the purchase of one 24 lb. bag of either Arco,
Keco, or Chevy Chase Flour you will receive one
2-piece Butter Dish or nice Bowl Free.

PURE HOG LARD 4 Lb. Carton 27`
/
1 4 LB.
CANOVA TEA
19
SUPERIOR CRACKERS 2 -'.'„15c
GRAPE JUICE' 2 Pints for 25c
2 LARGE BOXES FOR 25c
SELOX
KECO COFFEE Our Leader 3 LBba.g 39`
PURE CANE SUGAR
Bar IVORY SO"
I1 Box
SNOW
Both for 1 lc
No. 2 Can
CHERRIES
loc
.MOTOR OIL 2 GALLON CAN 79`
RICE 5 LB. FANCY CLOTH BAGS 25c
Cloth Bag50`

"I". CANE SYRUP 10 Lb. Pail 59`
COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN CORN
4 No. 2 Cans 25c
LB. JAR
JELLY
21/2
19`
QUART JAR
MUSTARD
9`
EARLY
JUNE PEAS
3 No. 2 Cans for 25c
PORK & BEANS 3 No. 2.. Cans 25`
DIXIE SLICED BACON LB. 15`
GREENABBAGE10 Lbs For 16c
FRESH C
LB.
NICE TOMATOES
FRESH
10c
We now carry a complete line of Swift Ice Cream.
Double Dip Cones, Frozen Malted Sandwiches,
Big Snacks.
Quarts 25c -=•-•' Pints 15c

t
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SECTION TWO
Four Pages

Patrol
4aurice
lite R.
captain
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J. M.Thomas, Editor, Memorial Service
MRS BEASLEY, 76, Compositor,
Poet, Is Will Be Held at
Master
of
Profession
Benton on June
DIES HERE SUNDAY

J. M. Thomas, editor of The
The First
Missionary Baptist
Services Held Monday
Model Star, Model. Tenn., visited Church of Benton will hold a
by Elds. Curd and
the Ledger & Times office Sat- memorial service for the late Rev.
Francis
urday morning and left With the N. S. Castleberry on Sunday afterFuneral services were condueted staff a masterpiece of the printing noon, June 2, at 2:30 o'clock at
the church. Rev. J. S. Skinner a
Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock from profession.
The unique piece of work is a life long friend of the deceased
the Murray Church of Christ for
Mrs. Lemara Morris Beasley, who poem, 'That Unwritten Letter," will bring the message.
died•Sunday afternoon at the home composed and set up by Mr.
A short service which will be
of her daughter, Mrs. Percy Jones, Thomas in 4 point type. This conducted at the cemetery will be
Curd
Garvin
Murray.
Elds.
north of
hand set type is so small that it led by the Rev. J. J. Gough.
and C. L. Francis conducted the is possible to get two or three
A cordial invitation to attend
rites.
words under the thumb nail and the service is extended by the pasMrs. Beasley, who was 76 years only one with sensitive and deft tor, B. R. Winchester esti other
old, had been sick for only a week. fingers could even begin to place officials of the Benton
church, who
She suffered from pneumonia which it in a "stick".
oremetime ago sent out .an appeal
developed after she had fallen and
The poem which was to appear to the churches to aid in erecting
broken her hip.
on the front page of the Model a monument :to Bro. Castleberry's
Surviving her are her daughter,
Star was withheld from print be- grave.
with whom she resided, and a
granddaughter, Mary Nell Jones, cause of the illness of Mr. Thomas
family
and two nephews. Edwin and Ben and other members of his
who assist him with his paper
Morris of Memphis, Tenn.
circulation
that
has a
A member of the Almo Church which
of Christ, Mrs. Beasley was highly reaches nearly all points in the
esteemed by a large number of United States and many foreign
friends. Always charitable. gentle countries. The poem follows in
and considerate of others, this lady original type:
had made her influence felt in her
home and her . community as well.
T Sat Unwritten Letter.
Burial was in the city. cemetery.
II was teal Ion.. owe...
Pallbearers were Edwin and Ben
Weloa you did fail to wile.
Teel reaod year Wien. morn eery..
Morris, Memphis, Tenn., Lubie
And 'oar.. day and aerat
Co. It to you had for.oties
Thurman, Cary Rose. and Walter
Thaw dour aeon tar awayi
Wearte
ADO hew with
and Oscar Beasley, Paducah.
They Watched ter you wodw .Y!
•••• 1 boo/ Umy worm,
by
so downw
day.

mak,

me of
mosaic
✓ leafValleau
A' the
:(ulture.
vorkers
hands
f, pull-

BOB

Thoughts
on
WAR
and
PEACE
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And write
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Many Uses for
Dairy Products
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College Club To Be Co-Host at
District Rally for Young Demos

There are no less than 1,001 ways
of using dairy products—all mak-ihg for good health, says Miss
Florence Imlay, foods specialist
for the Kentucky College of Agritulture. Kentucky's second largest
industry is dairying. so that the
state has rich stores on which - to
draw inexpensively.
Milk is high in calcium, vitamin
A and phoiphorus. Ways of using
it are as follows:
Cream soups
Creamed vegetables
Creamed meet and eggs
Scalloped vegetables
Gravies
Cereals cooked' in milk, or served with milk and cream
Custards
Puddings
Ice creams .„
Cream cheese or cottage cheese
Among favorite recipes of Kentucky farm women, in which milk
is used, may be listed "scalloped
eggs and' asparagus" and "pineapple-graham cracker pudding."
Milk has the largest assortment
of nutritive substances, of any
single food material, arid is the
foundation upon which an adequate diet can best be built.
Miss Imlay quotes a noted .1ohns
as saying:
'Hopkins physiologist
"People who have made liberal
use of milk, as a food, have in contrast, attained greater size, greater
longevity, and have been much
more aggressive than the non-milk
using people, and have achieved
much greater advancement in literature, science, and art."

F. C. POGUE
Murray State
College

=7'
:e day,

The Model Star office is located
near Pine Bluff on the old Dover
Road. Many persons have visited
the Shop and viewed with interest
his equipment, much of which is
hand-made but is of such fine
workmanship that high quality
printing has long been a motto
for Mr. Thomas.

T. A. Thomas, 71,
Dies on Monday
West

Fork Man Sucrumbs
Blood Poisoning at
Hospital

to

Funeral services for T. A.
Thomas, 71, who died Monday
afternoon of blood' poisoning at
the Clinic-Hospital here, were
conducted Tuesday afternoon at 2
o'clock at the West Fork Baptist
church, with the Rev. T. G. Shelton of Greenville in charge of the
rites. Burial was in the West
Fork cemetery.
Mr. Thomas had been ill for nine
days. He is survived by three
daughters, Misses Euple and Jeddie Thomas and Mrs. Earl Parker;
two sons, Prentice and Starkie
Thomas; four sisters, Mrs. Henry
Dixon of Calloway county; Mrs.
Nora Sumner, Mrs. Tommy Sumner, and Mrs. Alice Fowler, all of
Trigg County; one brother. Sanford Thomas of Christian county,
and five grandchildren.
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VAN;SS SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
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4
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ENAMELOI
...AT THIS ASTONISHING LOW PRICE!
THE ONE GOAT GLOSS ENAMEL
with 101 sues around the home. Makes
furniture, w•Ils, woodwork,
sparkle with color. Odd furniture
and knick-knacks of all sorts can
be returned to useful service with
only one coat of this decorative
enamel that is so easyto apply,any.
one can use it. Enameloid leaves
no brush-marks. Dries in four to
six hours to a smooth, lustrous
surface. Choice of 16 sparkling
colon. Don't miss this remarkable bargain. Come to our store
today!

16 FASCINATING COLORS
"What a lot of painting I can
do with ENAMELOID at this
money-saving price!"
MONEY-SAVINGCOUPON
(Ibis coupon is entitled to buy one
The h
full pint of Sheryrin-Ydilliarne Enameloid at the
special price of 49o. Good tor oac meek only.
NAME
ADORES'
CITY

STATE

LIMITED—ONE TO A CUSTOMER

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER CO.
North 4th. St.-

Phone 323

POSSIBLE CHANGES IN
WORLD MAP

THE

The rapid drives of the German
army towards Parts and the channel ports naturally brings to the
minds of many the question: What
will happen to the possessions and
colonies of England. France, the
Netherlands and Belgium in case
of German victory? The answer
is not easy, but there arc many
interesting possibilities which are
worthy of discussion.
Any immediate capture of all
the outlying possessions would be
rendered difficult by Germany's
weakness on the sea. Her air
force would suffice to take over
French colonies in norther Africa,
but it is unlikely that she could
get possess:on of Dutcts British,
French and Belgian holdings in
other parts of Africa, in the Pacific or in the Caribbean. This
difficulty could be surmounted by
use of the Italian and Japanese
fleets or by the building of a
German fleet for timt purpose.
One of the most interesting possibilities, in the case of British
defeat, is that northern Ireland.
now part of Great Britain, might
ask to be made part of the Irish
Free State. For many years northern Ireland.
strongly Protestant
and pro-English, has refused to
become part of the Catholic Irish
Free State. In this war northern
Ireland is fighting on the side of
England, while the Irish Free State
is staying neutral.
It would be.ironical if, in case of
English defeat, Northern Ireland
should be saved from German attack by annexation by the Irish
Free State.
Nazi occupation of Holland indicates the possibility that Germany
will lay claim to the Netherlands
East Indies. Inasmuch as sate leeks
naval forces sufficiently stroilg to
take them over, it is interesting to
speculate on the possible action
of the United States should Hitler
ask Japan to "espy these islands
for him. It is even more interesting to think or the result should
he ask the Japanese to look after
his interests in Hongkong( French
Indo-China. the British Islands in
the Pacific and Australia.
In the event .of Allied defeat, it
is likely that Italy would atack
British and French holdings in
northern Africa without Waiting
for an invitation from the Germas. However, it is more problematical as to what action Italy
and Germany might take in regard to other British African colonies. In addition to British holdings
throughout Africa
which
would he affected there are also
possessions of the French and the
Belgians which would be,involved.
It is unlikely that Germany
would undertake to extend ,her
protection for the present to British, French and Dutch holdings
in the New World. In case of the
occupation of the British Isles by
the Nazis it is not preposterous to
suggest that Canada would become
the new home of British, royalty
nd that the remnants of the British navy would be brought to
North American waters . In the
meantime, the- armed forces of the
United States would extend their
protection. If nothing remained
of the forces of England, it is not
unlikely that islands like Jamaica,
Martinique, the Guianas, and the
Bermudas would either ask for or
be giVen the protection of the
Ambrican navy.
-The fate of India is, of course,
the most interesting of the group.
British defeat might well result in
civil war in India between Moslems and Hindus and between native princes and the Nationalist
groups.
Among the other possibilities
which One might consider are: (I)
surcessful resistance by a united
India to outside -forms; (2) „intervention by Russia; (3)- invasion by
Japan; (4) ultimate occupation by
Germany.

Above are pictured members of the Yaung Democrats Club of the
College who will assist ip entertaining the district group at its meeting
here June 1.
Back Row, Left to Right: Robert Fiser, Benton; Bob Carman, Mayfield; Joe Little, Benton; George McKeethan, Mayfield; Jimmy Davis,
Clay; L. J. Hortin. sponsor.
Second Row: Denver Ervin, Murray'..-George Wilson, Smithland;
Clarence Perry, Murray; Jim Blalock, Murray; Henry Breckenridge,
Paducah.
Front Row: Bill Utley, publicity, Murray; Shadrach Boaz, vicepresident, Mayfield; Martha Jane Jones, secretary, Clinton; G. B.
Johnson, Jr., president, Benton; James Scott, Murray.

Smith Players
Will Show Here
All Next Week
The Frank Smith Players will be
in Murray all next week. beginning
Monday. June 3, under the auspices
of the American Legion.
Thi,s troup of players is well
known to the people of Murray,
having played here regularly for
the past eight years. They present
up-to-date plays with vaudeville
between acts.
According to advance agents of
the show, this years--showings will
be augmented by such added features as The Dancing Herberts, premier dancing and radio artists,
formerly of the New York Woe
Fair. and Daniel, the magician and
ventriloquits.
Accompanying Daniel, is the
blockhead "Jimmie Jones". With
his help much fun is in store for
each member of the family. He
mystifies the audiences with his
clever works of magic and humorous conversations with his "helper".
Other special attractions are Randall & Randall. singing, dancing
and musical novelties, Maurice
Luckett, de luxe piano entertainer
and Oscar Howland, the Man of
Mirth.
Frank and Marian Smith will, as
usual, head the cast.
Shows presented by the Frank
Smith Players are noted for their
good, clean entertainment for both
old and young.
On the opening night ladies will
be admittde FREE when accompanied by one paid adult ticket. The
tent will be located on the Phillips
lot at the corner of Fourth and
Poplar streets.

Recitals to Be
Given at College
Tonight at 7:30
A recital of the piano pupils of
Miss Lillian Watters and the violin
pupils of Mrs. William Fox will
take place at the college auditorium tonight at. 7:30, it was announced today.

Calloway County
Farmers Obtain
Longer Loan Term
The opportunity to reduce the
annual principal
payments on
Land Bank Commissioner loans
by reamortizing them over a longer period of years has been opened
to many of the Calloway County
farmers who have Commissioner
loans, according to a statement received today from the Farm Credit
Administration of Louisville.
There were about $81.700 of
Land Bank Commissioner loans
outstanding in this county at the
beginning of 1940 and in addition
approximately $290,600 of Federal
land bank loans. Some of these
loans - have already been --feamortired.
Most of the Federal land bank
loans are already written for long
terms up to 30-odd years, but the
"Commissioner's" loans were originally made on a 10-year basis, requiring considerably heavier principal payments.
In a recent statement from
Washington, A. G. Black, -Governor of the Farm Credit Administration-, said many of the "Commissioner's" loans Were being reamortized over a longer period of
years in order to ease the payments of farmers with the heaviest
Spreading out the
mortgages.
payments over a longer period will
provide these farmers with the
same opportunity of working out
of debt as already provided for
borrowers
land . bank
Federal
through long-term repayment periods, Governor Black said., Federal land bank loans are all first
mortgage loans where as the, Commissioner's loans are made on both
first and second mortgage 'security.
Plans filed in Caldwell county
indicate that farmers plan to use
1.000 tons of superphosphate and
25,000 tons of limestone. Also they
plan to sow about 1,000 acres of
alfalfa. 12,000 acres to grass and
cloversmixturea, 4,000 acres to leas
pedeza and smaller acreages to red
clover, redtop, timothy and rye
grass.

ry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere la
the State of Kentucky.

$1.50
a year to any address
$2.00 other
than above.
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G. T. Hicks is
Named
Councilor for Continued
Term

The Kappa Delta Pi, honorory
education fraternity of Murray
State- College, helds-a banquet for
its old and new members at the
National Hotel here Friday night
at 7 o'clock.
Twelve new members were initiated into the fraternity in President Richmond's office prior to
the banquet. Dr. G. T. Hicks, head
of the education department of
the college, was reelected councilor for a term of two years.
The Rev. L. K. Bishop pastor of
the First Christian Church of Paducah. Ky., was the main speaker
of the evening. The after-dinner
toast was presented by W. K. McCharen, junior admitoistrative officer of the TVA. In the absence
of Dr. Richmond, Dr. Hicks also
'addressed the group.
The 12 new members of the fraternity are Miss Roselyn Gourley,
Cunningham, Ky.; Miss Virginia
Miller, Hazel; Miss Mary Elizabeth
Roberts, Murray; Miss Martha
Davis, Paducah; Miss Nedra Van-.
noy, Earlington; Miss Thelma Mar-

Vast Crowds to Attend
Open House at G'ville
Dog is Held for
Observation After
Biting Children
A dog which is reported to have
bitten two colored children in the
section of town near the railroad
tracks Tuesday morning is being
held by County Health authorities for observation, accOrding- to'
Dr. J. A. Outland. suspicious
"Although
se.
veral
dogs have been observed in Murray recently," stated Dr. Outland.
"no positive diagnosis of rabies hat•
been made."
Citizens are urged to notify authorities if strangely affected dogs
are seen on their premises.
cum, Louisville; Miss Elizabeth
Fooshee, Murray; Jack
Herpy;
Ashtabula, Ohio; Gil Colaianni, Lei-rain. Ohio (absent but will be officially admitted at a later date;
Miss Maxine Pybas. Greenwood,
T.Ae Williams, Paris, Tenn.;
Lamon Caton. Boxville, Ky.

Sunday, June 9th, will be "Open
House Day" at the Kentucky Dams,
it was announced here today.
Between the hours of 10 a. m. and
4 p. m. the entire construction area
will be open to the public, with
hundreds of TVA. emplpyees acting
as guides to conduct visitors to all
parts of the construction area and
to explain the work in progress.
Preparations are being made for
an enormous crowd. Normally between 4,000 and 5,000 people visit
the Kentucky Dam every Sunday,
coming from as many as 26 states.
These visitors are necessarily restricted to certain areas. With the
entire construction area open to
the public on June 9th, with visitors free to go where they please,
and with the additional interest in
the dam created by the placing of
the first concrete, TVA officials expect that the number of visitors
on that day may easily reach 54:1.000.
and they are making preparations
accordingly.
The Lower Tennessee Valley Association is cooperating with the
TVA in holding the event.

GOVERNOR JOHNSON
HAS PROCLAIMED
June to be State Dairy Month
(See the picture and story elsewhere in this paper)

In Cooperating With This Proclamation Let Us Tell You

"Let's Have a-Drink of Milk"
READING TIME-2 Minutes
FOR ENERGY—At the office, when fatigue approaches,
many business men hare discovered that a cool glass of
Milk dispels that tired feeling—it peps you up! Start
se•
the milk-drinking habit today with Sunburst—it's good
for you!

FOR NUTRITION—Outdoor -play -perks up children's,
appetites—calls for energy-replacing foods.-

Plenty of

Sunburst Milk should be provided to supply food energy
and the acids essential for growth and maintenance Of
all elements Of the body. Let your children hare "gobs"
of Sunburst Milk—it's nature's perfect food!

FOR BEAUTY—All girls want to be attractive, have

A COMBINATION
THAT CAN'T BE BEAT

creating beauty is to create health . . . And the ideal

ONE QUALITY

way to health is_to eat the right.foods--DRINK PLENTY

THE BEST

ONE PRICE

35c

CLEANED
AND
PRESSED

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

•

FOR STRENGTH—The principal minerals in milk, calcium, phosphorus, iron, copper, potassium, sodium, maknesium, chlorine, sulphur and iodine are elements in the
structure of all parts of the body. A steady milk diet

Cash Price
st •

The Most ' practical means of

OF MILK! EAT DAIRY PRODUCTS!

THE LOWEST

FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES
DRESSES
SUITS
COATS

glowing complexions.

will build health, add strength.

•

TROUSERS
2 Pair 35c

Ca"

141 Now

SKIRTS
2 for 3fic

coy MODEL Cleaners
Dyers - Tailors . Hatters
719 West Poplar St.
Murray, Ky.

A Full Cup of Cream in Every Quart of Sunburst Milk
Drink SUNBURST for Health!

MURRAY MILP1(
h nePi!ODUCTS
6
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This Path Means War

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Stella Gos4

Courier-Journal has begun an editorial caMpaign which it
A larg_e number of Iieople atnonsolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The taken up by other Metropolitan newspapers wielding as much influence
Times-Herd& October 20. 1928
it does would lead the United States into war with Germany within tended the funeral of Miss Nettie
Publishing
Calloway
Company,
Inc
Published by The
Cochran at Antioch May 22, 1940.
less than a year.
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Jehn B. Hardeman and Luther H.
take seriously the Pogue were preachers in charge.
cannot
It
is
American
citizens
regrettable
that
;Wea
Fairbt
:
It R MISIDATI
wars and tit the Pallbearers were Terry Cochran,
Editor and BusinastiS Manager lessen the la4t war taught—that war will not end EDWARD FREEMAN
Thurmond, Carl. Hendricks,
ntisistant Editor best security is in remaining peaceful.
MARTHA GARDNER •
Leo Lawson. B. Cochran, and
afhe Courier-Journal says in effect that if Germany overcomes the B rem t
Butterworth,
nephews.
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray,,Kentucky, as sesend clams matt matter. Allies, we may expect an invasion of America within short order and
I've never seen a better selection
Subscription Retest—In First Coneressional District and Henry and reccawends that Congress consider immediately means whereby the of beautiful flowers, pleasingly arStewart Counties. Tenn, $1.00 a year: Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere $2.00. Uniter States can aid the Allies in nibriey, ammunition, equipment, ranged by the Churchill boys, in
the church building.
loans—in every way "short of war".
Last Saturday, May 25. cold rain
The fallacy ef that reasoning is two-fold.
all day. In order to be comfort/
Germany's
invading
will
...consider
e
.
the prokatiiity„__pt
able I put on My overshoes and
America ostould she le victorious in Europs Germany has no navy. v, inter coat. On account, of the
Her rechanized army naturally is adequate. Her airplane force is the backward "spring" many farmers
are setting out tobacco
before
best in Europe Yet Germany risked the cream of her splendid Army
planting corn.
Usuldly corn
add thenonteerne on-the - wee- itself in order- toeforeenteough the-Arne splentinge time, t.ctLxlIts
-first
.10;0
eierr i•
countries—Holland Luxembourg. Belgium, and even France—to get of April until 30th of June.
provide a close base from which her
Mr. Tom Turner said ::Who is
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market to-the English channel arid thus
supposed to raise Eggner's Ferry
ocerbers could reach London.
funneled upon application.
We reserve the nee to reject any advertising, letters to the Editor.
Before the drive on the Lose Countries, Germany was but a little bridge, and arrange the roads?"
ar Public Voice items, which in our opinion is not for the best interest more than 330 miles from London .1:1-Y ate yet she risked victory to get Yes, sir-ree, when the dam at
Gilbertsville - is done the back.af our readers.
a base closer. Europe's coast, is 2,000 miles from America. It appears waters will submerge bridges and
a little absurd to recommend getting into this war because we fear valleys and cause desolation. The
TVA will NOT, "don't hafto" Tell
Germany will invade America later- if she wins.
'me this; how could THEY(?) get
In 'the second place. there is little distinction between active sup- me to Hopkinsville?
What a jam
Two red letter dates on the, calender for Calloway countians are
port -which includes all sorts of aid except soldiers and genuine war
It is no surprise to me that
June 2 and June .9. On these dates, those of -us who want to get a first- itself. The dividing line is so gossamer that American soldiers' going
Germany is winning the war
hand impeession of what the federal governmenCis doing through the
to Europe would be but a matter of course.
against Britain and France. GerTennessee Valley AuthOrity will have the Opporturiity to do so.
Unlike the Courier-Journal, we recommend strict neutrality both many has been prepairing to subOn June 2: Pickwick Dam will be formally dedicated With an in spirit god act, We wish involvement in no way whatsoever in Eur- due France for the past 20 years.
appropriate program attended by fennessee's senators McKellar and ope's- tangle. Like the Calliner-Journal, we do recommend defensive But listen, should Germany or
Britain insult or murder citizens
Stewart: Governor Prentice Cooper. and other dignitaries and visitors preparedness, p super airforee, and.: an enlarged mechanized army.
over here, going to war against
who Will be permitted to view the project from one end to the other
Although it would be exceedingly regrettable if Democracy should them would only make bad matand from the top of the darn to taw bottom of the powerhouse instal- fall in Europe, it would not necessarily mean calamity to us here. Not ters worse. "Better a coward than
a dead lion"
lations.
nearly so great a calamity, indeed, as active war would be. If DemocA dwelling house and its conhotnse"on
its
"open
will
sponsor
Kentucky's Dam at Gilbertsville
racy in Europe falls 4G.od grant that such may never bet—but if it falls, tents burnt up at Coldwater where
June 9. The biggest dam on the Tennessee Valley -Authority program. it does not follow that Democracy in America would fall too. Students Mrs. Dillard Finney lived with a
the Kentucky Dam. will be available in every respect so that visitors in history will recall that as a young sickly weakling, Democracy in large family. Members of the fammay see whst 2.500 workmen are doing toward completing- theeitructure America had little support from Europe. But this soil was good, ad ily were in the fields at work
while Mas. Finney was preparing
and getting it ready for use by 1945. In the neighborhood of 50.000 nonetheless it grew.
a•
dinner on a coal oil stove.
people will visit the Gilbertsaalle darn Sunday.
It will survive and,continue to thrive if it stays at home.
A community singing, conducted
by Prof. ClictiS Doran, will be held
mply
- --We all know why the completion of this darn interestsaus.
at Boycisville Sunday afternoon at
because. jill of us,-are- directly affected. Itarneans a period of growth
2 o'clock. You're politely invited.
that Will 'be hiatesicanesunless war stunts it!
Garvin Curd
will
preach at
Farmington Sunday morning at
Our neiehbora and friends in Mayfield. Ky., are actively organizing 10:45 o'clueles-- Charley Taylor: of
a Chamber of Commerce. In connection wiht the promotion campaign, Nashville, will be heard over your
radio on 1400 from Paducah this
ttie following editorial was manned in the Mayfield Messenger:
week at 9:45 a. m. each day. Will
not beg for money to hear him- Governor Johnson's proclamation declaring June as Kentucky's
"OCR CHAMBER OF COMMERCE"
self preach
Mayfield and Graves county are now faced with one of the most
scleiry month" in which it is recommended that each person in the state
English
peas. onions, lettuce.
consume more dairy products than he is accustomed to doing. is a irr.portent campaigns in their history—the campaign to furnish' the poke and smoked .hoe "jaw" 'has
Chamber of •Cearaneree with the necessary members and money to come
in. I'm at home in the
'worthy ohe. we beheve....sincc• it'pro/totes one of Kentucky's growing carry on its work.
What shall we do, as forward looking citizens? Will we fight—or- kitchen.
•
.
- -Mrs. Opel- Jtthnaotr'ptas,ted bet
ii we luik in our tën?
-Especially is this true of Calloway lounty. where farmers,' are disThe Chamber of Commerce is ready to stand guard over the business'garden a while back and used
and
.comrnunitynaevelopment
of
Mayfield
and
Graves
county.
Back
in
covering thq daiiti cow is one of the be4. weapons, with,which they can
cement by mistake, thought it was
the boom digs it was active, as we all were, in making the most of that fertiliter. Now the - garden has a
chase depression away from their doors. ,
period /or the benefit of our town. During the past few years we have
solid rock foundation. "Swing low
Anne is thc month when grass and green feeds,are _most luscious felt- the loss in, more -ways than one.
Now the tide has definitely. changed. Recovery"Tsunder-way. In sweet chariot. coming - 'and succulent, and milk'and butter then are full gr therilaor of matur- the long climb upward
C.
of
C.
will
play
the
part
that will be of
"Ole Eagles" last "script" got
the
ing spring. We hive always liked milk of any acceptable variety, and benefit to us-all. Now is the time to strengthen fo nits important activi- scissor-tailed.
Br o.
Killebrew
in the days ahead.
prayed for a barrel of pepper. He
we Mean to doable otir'own usage during June—because we like it and ties
• Let's keep faith with our city and,its institutiona..through the activibecause we want to cooperate.
ties of. our C.- of
Let's support the organization with oue resources ment to say cabbage. Yes. entirely too much—PEP".'
We are sere the people of Calloway coentae will also cooperate in and our energy as we have never before.
—"Ole Eagle"
The man who will not lend hi bsrains. his energy and some of his
:he worthy Corn:ono, to spur- ahead the dairy industry.
money to the efforts Of his fellow citizens in directing the constructive
forces _in his community along the course that is best for the city as a
whole is not a useful citizens. No man has a right to refuse his support
to a community- movement any more than a community haa. a right to
refuse its. protection to. any inan—Mayrield Meesenger.
Notice -is hereby given to all
Vie at- Murray have a Chamber of Commerce, organized and ready persons having claims against the
estate of Sudie Ragsdale, deto work'for the benefit'of this city and community.
. But it must.have funds with which to (TAU*. Nile must pull ceased, -try -please file same with
me at the Bank of Murray. after
togetherete do the things that can and Must be done.
having proved said claims as reWhat area-W-E, AT MURRAY going to do about OUR Chamber'. of quired under the statutes. This
;Commerce? We firmly believe there is no city in West Kentucky—or must be done on or before the
anywhere, fee that Matter—that can do as much with a Chamber of 20th day of June, 1940, or be for,
ever barred.
Commerce as can be done right here in Murray.
This the 28th day of May, 1940.
What do you saySElbert A. Lassiter.
Executor of Estate of
— Murray Chamber of Commerce e
Sudie Ragsdale. Deceased

elE.M3FR

TUCK st PRES
_/•lASSOcIATIO

Two Red Letter Days

Let's Support Our Chamber of Commerce

June Dairy Month

sc..

Executor's Notice

These hot nights enjoy deep sea bre&-es
wafting you to sleep 1,000 miles from
the ocean!
NEW

Hotel Elmus Beale
Now Completely Air Cooled
•

THE PUBLIC VOICE

Most Modern Popular Priced Hotel in Kentucky
.50 guest capacity

—

Attract.
“4 .vmnier residential rates monthly.
Managers
MR. AND MRS. GEO. ROBINSON
Murray, Ky.

j

Notice is hereby given that I
have filed my final settlement in
the
Calloway County Court. setEighty-one.years ago a dreamy young Swiss, standing on the battlefield of Selferino, conceived, the idea of the Red Cross and throughout tling my account ,as Administrator
of David Sutherland. deceased. All
those years this organilation has brought aid to alleviate sorrow„.and,.persons
having claims against the
pain theougheut the world at an'time of crisis.
said ;estate or _desiring to 'except
Now Norman FL Davis, head of the American Red Cross, has sent to any item contained in said setout a call foe edded donations—Calloway county's_quota is 5600.00—to tlement are notified to appear and
make such claim on or before June
send relief to war sufferers in Europe..
24, 1.940. or be forever barred 'from
Already 99 shipnients of _supplies have gone ,out of this country asserting same.
carrying more than 700 different types of commodities purchased here
This May- 27. 1940.
A. J. STARK. Adm.
for 'dye by the -societies of belligerent nations or countries harboring
of David Sutherland
refugees.

Frank Smith Players
BIG TENT THEATRE

THREE DAYS...STARTING

• MONDAY, JUNE 3, 1940
Benefit American Legion Post
OPENING PLAY

"TOO MANY 'SWEETHEARTS"
A n -.•%it

oriTedy -- Feature

ilk Beta ern the .‘,1,

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

"DANIELS, THE MAGICIAN"
Magician and' Venirilosui,t oith that Bloiihead
• 'Jimmie Jones"

,
"THE DANCING. HERBERTS"
tornierb- of 'the 'NIA% OPJK• ISOM-Ds 1.51k
:BARGAIN PRICES
Adults 25e
.Children lOc
LADIES: FREE Opening Night When Accompanied
by Paid" Adult -Ticket.
'
„

Show Atart,
• floors Open 7:15 p. m.
:'8 p. m.
LOCATION ON PHILLIPS LOT, MURRAY, Y.

•

Administrator
Settlement Notice

The Red...Cross
Stands Ready to Help—
.

Large modern rooms

'Phone 585

THE PUBLIC VOICE

The

1

A partial list of thenhings sent are:
120.000 blankets
105.000 suite of knitted underwear
276.000 yards of bed sheeting
45.000 pairs of shoes
2,3,000 surgical instruments
100 tons drugs
266.000 tabiets syll'apyridine (to combat pneumonia ,
500.000 tablets sulfarulamide 'to combat infection)
38 X-ray units .32.genertainip motors for X-ray units
100-bed •Hospital Unit (containing 700 items)
-10 tirty-bed hospital tents
.
10 motor ambulances
131,000 pounds of woolen yarn (for sweaters, etc,i
1.560,000 yards gauze for surgical dressing
.6,2.066 pounds absorbent cotton Of the 51.4n7,717.00 spent for these supplies, which does not ea
into consideration the value of thousands 'of warm garments nor 1:7.
quantifies of su'itincal dressings produced by chapter volunteers. cow:
butIons from the public have amounted to $801.7n5.00.
a All these figures -go to show, how American people are respond:,
to the eon for aid for their less fortunate neighbors. However, as a
war -continues'fronnalay to day the needs for aid continue to me.
higher and higher.:
•
4
Calls for donations will be heard' here—requests for tronatice.
be made in. churches. in clubs, on the streets, and in various gate
Always remember when you are privileged -to give to this cause- If
if is the,-hand of a free-acid liberty-loving -people reaching .out, throw
the chenneas of- the Arneintan 'Red—Criassa to those left • homeless ia
desolate by the war.
_ .
Murray Red Crsos Chapter.

Ivan Stewart. Powell county,
made $35 for his work in raising
200 chicks, which he sold at 2,,Z
pounds for 50 cents per bird.

Contributions to This
represent the opinion
a on one side of paper.
consent. We reserve

Deportment Uupon Topics of Interest Are Invited. They do not necessarily
of this newspaper. Letters sheuld be brief (rarely above 300 words), written
The writer's name and address must be signed, to be published only with his
the right to condense.
•

To the Editor of Ledger & Times: of all the nations of the earth,
I feel that - you desire the record cculd generate.
your office is making of the serWe remained calm during the
vice rendered in the world war,
by men ,of this county, to be ac- invasions of Poland and Norway
curate. As correction, may I of- bacause we had not yet come
fer the following copy of the ci- under the influence of this panic,
tation given to Mr. Clark.
but we are under it now, and each
succeeding invasion will make our
27th Division
American Expeditionary Forces indignation flame to new heights.
Congress recognizes a war psyFranee
chology when it sees one, and it
To Private Urban P. Clark,
knows it will soon have the green
Co. B.. 10th Infantry
For Gallant Conduct in the Field light to amend the Neutrality
on October 14, 1918, at St. Souplet, Law; that credit and ships will be
anr
rrance TnOrtiltiritanflynnerving- die- it -10--111*-11Drinatit-'of
member of a Small, raiding party time they earnestly ask for them,
which crossed the Le Selle River that in not many months there
and in the face of heavy fire, cap- will be no effective resistance to
tured 23 prisoners—'has been re- a declaration of war.
ported to me. and I take pleasure
All right, We will get in, and
in commending and making this fertilize German's soil with our
record of your gallantry.
metals and blood. But remember
Signed
this, that when War II ends, and
John F. O'Ryan
for thirty years afterward. AmeriMajor-General ca will curse itself for being duped
As he was not taken prisoner by a second time. If you happen to
the Germans, I think that he think this war is different, look
would not want it recorded that into any 1917 newspaper and read
he was taken as a prisoner.
how the Kaiser wanted to "conI appreciate the work done by quer the world". Today we eveo
you and your office in the regis- use the same phrase, only this time
tration of names and available in- it is "X" instead of "Ina Or if
formation of the service in the you think the Allies are losing, a
world war by men of Calloway 1914 paper will show you the outCounty.
look for Allied victory was ten
Yours truly
times blacker than it is in 1940.
Mrs. Urban P. Clark,
It doesn't take a great deal of
Kirksey, Ky.
insight to see that public lassitude
-0is making our second war with
To the Editor, Ledger & Times:
Germany- inevitable, but maybe
After reading an article in a re- you wonder why I resent the fact
cent issue of the College News. I so much. First. because I am 25
decided that it might be a good years old, the ideal age to be shatidea to bring to the attention of tered with bullets in the ,trenches.
the big radio executives the fact That isn't a pleasant prospect, do
that a native of our town had in- you think? And second, because
vented the instrument which made I have spent 17 of. those 25 years
it possible for them to make their being trained to do some useful
national. broadcasts, so I wrote to work. Seventeen years of time
the
president of the National and money will be thrown to the
Broadcasting Company. enclosing winds for
absolutely
no good
the clipping about Nathan B. Stub- cause. Think of it!
and
asked
him"
to
refer
it
blefield
But go ahead. Mr. and Mrs.
to the proper Officials in his comAmerica. especially you that are
pany. My idea was to have the
over the draft age. Let your leadlife of Nathan B. Stubblefield
ers declare wan You won't save
dramatized over a national- netdemocracy, and you 'won't end
work and foster the establishment
ware You May be minus a few
of a broadcasting station here by
friends. and your America will
some big company.
have depressions worse than any
In due- time-I -reeeiYea-st letter yet-heard of. But don't target who
from Dr. 0. H. Caldwell, edrbar ef is to blame!
RADIO TODAY, -who has charge
G. E. Martindale,
of a weekly program "Radio
Bloomington. Incl.
Magic" which is heard over the
NBC Blue Network each Wednesday evening at 9:30 o'clock CDST.
EAT HERE
Dr. Caldwell, Who is himself a
Kentuckian 'having been born in
in
;%•.•
Lexington in 1888) is deeply inters
ested in information about the life
COMFORT 7
of Stubblefield. whom he says he
You couldn't enhas "never heard of as a radio inventor, despite my own long conjoy a meal to the
nection with radio and electrical
fullest extent if
development." He states that as
a fellow Kentuckian he would like
heat otagle eating
to help give him any due credit
an ordeal . . .
bef6re the world.
that's why we inIn an attempt to compile some
interesting data for such a broadstalled air-condicast, I am asking that the people
tioning. Enjoy
who knew Nathan B. Stubblefield
cur meals in cool
as a neighbor, a friend and a citicomfort,
zen of Murray, write Dr. 0. H.
Caldwell, Radio Today. 400 Lexington Ave., New York, giving him
all the facts you know about the
genius who was one of us.
Very truly yours,
Geroge Ed Overbey, Sr.,
; Murray, Ky.

To Editor, Ledger & Times:
I am writing you in regard to
sending Inc your paper. Please
send rue the price for a one-year
subscription, and I will send you
the money by return mail.
My home is at Model, . Tenn.,
and as that is near Mein-flys I have
been enjoying reading your paper
for quite a while and would like a
very much to continue to do so. r
Yours truly,
Thomas R. Griffin
U. S. Army Airy Corps,
Honolulu, Hawaii

Hazel Route 1
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Deering, Murray, were Sunday visitors on this
route.
Mrs. William Hull and children
have returned to their home in
Paris, after visiting kinspeople in
Hazel.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Johnson
visited hornefolks on this route
this week-end.
Miss Thelma Page is visiting in
Paducah this week.
Mr.' and Mrs. P. M. Shrader
visited in Hazel last week-end.
Mrs. Mary Oliver Farless, St.
Louis, Mo., was a recent guest of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Oliver.
Mrs. Ode Morris and daughter
Catherine shopped in Paris recently.
Mrs. Robert Paschall shopped in
Murray Saturday.
Mrs. Fronie Paschall
was in
Hazel Saturday.
Mrs. Annie Cooper is slowly improving after several days' illness.
-___nniends and relatives of Mrs.
Desiring met at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. John Paschall last Sunday in honor of her birthday. At
the noon hour a splendid dinner
was served to all present.
Several Allen
county farmers
have bought electric clippers to
shear sheep.

Not Everytiody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
••sw

• „
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IT'S COOL
HERE AT

WE SERVE
only
THE BEST
. . ..and may be
add, we serve you
what you want,
when you want it!
Super-fresh meats _
and produce arrive daily ... and
quickly
they're
converted into
appetizing dinner..

.

To the Editor. Ledger & Times:
It is no longer a question of
whether Congress will declare
war, but a question of how soon.
A state of war will be proclaimed
to exist not later. than May of next
year. •
Recently Mr. Roosevelt and his
Secretary of State have spewed
accusations and hate against Germany. Their statements are so
violent that only a few years ago
have
would automatically
they
meant war, and six months age
the American public would not
•
have tolerated them.
.
of the Low
The German invasion
Countries has deprived us of some
of our power of rational thinking.
and given in its place the beginnings of s the dreaded war psychosis. a 'phychosis of such, proportions as only the United States,
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We Are Up to a Standard of QUALITY
... Not Down to a PRICE!

If you owned the goose
that .laid the golden egg,
would you ineure at?
You are -producing the
golden nuggets . for your
family.
•Why. not insure your
producing ability through
Accident insurance?
.
. Here are aortae of the. things Accident insurance does:
1—It replace,s your income.
'
'Q—sit helps pay hospital expenses and doctors' fees.
-2,---Pays your,family a huge lump sum in case of your 's
aceidental death.
-4—.Relieves you of worry that retards recovery when
you are disabled.
•
. It coda only a few cents a day.
Put yourself on the other side of your own desk and
feview ,Lo yourself the reasons why you need income protection.
You know the vital need of ,aii aasured income in your own
ease as no one else does. Why wait for someone else to
—
PUSH you into wane?"

Our Policy Has Always Been to do ydur work well.
We know that we have'done that.'—.17
If we should lower our prices now we woutd be
forced to do inferior work. We would have to
sacrifice QUALITY. We would not be Worthy of
the name SUPERIOR.
•
These Standard Prices are in Effect:
Dresses Cleaned and Pressed .. 60c
Suits Cleaned and Pressed .... 60c

•
We Call For and Deliver

SUPERIOR
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331
:
Fire
"It Dor.% Nine a

Gatlin Bldg.
Bonding

Casualty

• Phone 44

Difference* Vt:ho Writes your Insurance"

r_
-

•

Frazee & Melugin

Iii •a Peridietcin county • -crop i The Union cdunty agent: Par( .
demonstration. Rosen- rye did hest. i Teachers' Association and Wa;
falioived in ordei, by codunien rye -Prarresa - Administnettion-;sr,
I wheal, bearded:, bar hisy-: beardless , Operating in a • rwo4and „aae
; barley; Italian rye gra,s and win- . acre garden, The produce ,
1 tee oafs: - ifirfkyorable weather afsl used in ..preapring school luilei
tfeet nil "all the 'er,aps, '.
let a county high school. 's
'

•

Murray,

Ky.
e

—

•
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You Can Read Our History in the Work
We Do. It Spells QUALITY!
140)
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FIRST

BAPTIST CHURCH
----Preaching by the pastor morning and evening. Subjects, A. M..
"THE GREAT PHYSICIAN'S UNFAILING REMEDY FOR A SICK
WORLD": P. M., "YKSTERDAY,
TODAY, AND TOMORROW." Church School under the direction throughout of competent,
faithful Bible trained ,officers and
teachers. The school is graded.
Clasees for all ages.
Separate
rooms for each class where the
lesson is atudied with noises and
disttaetioint -shut out _
Training Union with trained directors and
helpers throughout
the Union. There is a Union for
every age beginning withthe little
tots in the Story 'telling Hour.
The work of the Training Union
is to prepare Christians in church
membership for better serving at
home in the church and beyond
in places where they shall live and
serve.
Mid-week meeting every Wednesday evening at 7:30. In this
meeting prayer, praise, testimony,
soulful singing of gospel hymns
are engaged in to the uplift and
encouragement of those in attendance. The members of the church
witts.their 'families, friends and
neighbors are invited to attend
this important service, the one that
perhaps more than any other determins the spiritual life of the
church.
Immediately
following
this meeting is the brief but vital
study of the. Bible lesson for the
next Sunday.
To all of these meetings, and
special meetings in the church, is
extended a most cordial invitation
to every one, in Murray, and adjoining communities to worship
here whenever it is possible for
you to do so. You will find here
always friends who will, welcome
you heartily to all the services of
the church and the helpful fellowship.
• Remember the Revival meeting
which begins July 7 under the direction of Dr. David M. Gardner
and Mr. Gayle Holcomb, preacher
and singer. Every person in Murray and within reach of Murray
is earnestly invited to attend the
services of .this meeting.
Sam P. Martin, Pastor
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FIRST CHRISTIAN

METHODIST CHURCH NOTLis

11

member that in the midst of Roman oppression Jesus dreamed of
a kingdom of God on earth. When
the might of Rome was over run
by the barbaric, teutonic hordes
from the North, the dream of that
kingdom still persisted. It is more
evident, today than ever before.
In this hour, we should remember
that _God is still almighty and love
is still the.,only power that never
falls. This sermon," stated Mr.
Flavens, "will seek to give a fresh
presentation of Jesus' idea of the
kingdom."
-The fserivite will begin .promptlyat 10:50 -with tha beautiful organ
prelude by Charles Farmer.
-The Embattled Farmer," will be
the sermon subject at the Sunday
night church service, which will
begin at 7:30. The ordinance of
baptism will be administered at
the conclusion of the service.
The Ladies Aid Society will meet
Tuesday in the young people's parlor.
The Service Circle will meet
with Miss Grace. Cole, Monday
night at 7:30.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Lord's Day: Our protracted meeting begins at 10:45 a. m. Everybody is requested to be on time,
get a song book and be ready
when the first song is begun. The
evening service will begin at 7:45.
Through the week there will be
two serv,icee daily-3 o'clock in
the afternoons and 7:45 in the evenings.
Brother Hardeman is a profound
student of the Bible. He believes
it is a eevelation froth God affd
that it is designed to furnish a
man completely to every good
work. He is also a rare student
of human beings and knows how
to present his lessons in pleasing
manner. We are fully convinced
that the public will enjoy .his sermons, and the spiritual atmosphere which pervades his preaching.
C. L. Francis, Minister

H. L. Lax. Pastor
Goshen
I will preach at 11 o'clock.
Ch.ureh school at 10 o'clock,-.1.
R. Wrather. superintendent.
. Lynn Grave
Church school -day program at
7:45. p. in.
Young People's meeting at *7 p.
M.
Church school at 10 a. m. Lee
Clark, superintendent.
Church: school also at Martin's
Chapel, New Hoe'_ and Sulphur
Sa,'se, at 10
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Age have .about completed our
schedule of revival dates for the
circuit and hope to be able to announce them next week.
Kirksey
Church School at 10 a. m., E.
B. Ross, gbneral superintendent.
Worship Service and sermon at
11 a. in. and 7:45 p.
Camp Ground
Church School at 2 p. m.. Chas.
Jones. superintendent.
Preaching service at 3 p. in.

Cottage Grove Rt. 2
There's a nice tobacco season
just now.
Miss Clovis Bradley was the
guest of Miss Beauton Brandon of
Hazel Route 1 Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Waldrop
sPent Thursday night as the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Paschall of
Puryear Route 3.
Mrs. Lewis Pasehall and baby
A. L., were guests of her mother;
Mrs. Tom Lampkins Thursday.
M. W. Waldrop, Shirley Lampkins, Lewis Paschall and Miss Clovis Bradley were in Paris Saturday of last week on business.
Tom Lampkins is the owner of
a fine mule colt.
Mrs. Ruth Paschall of Puryear
Route 3 was a caller in the home
of Mrs. Tom Lampkins Tuesday
evening.
Mrs. Rilla Key and Mrs. Lee Roy
Key were guests of Mrs. Tom
Lampkins Monday.
I want to say hello to Mrs. Annie Norman of Detroit, Mich.
Little A. L. Paschall spent one
day this week with his grandmother, Mrs. Tom Lampkins and his
great grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
M. W. Waldrop.
Miss Clovis Bradley has been on
the sick list the past week.
—Brown Eyes

Card of Thanks

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
East Depot Street

Kirksey Circuit

Murray Circuit

A. V. Havens,.Minister
"Christ's Kingdom," will be the
sermon subject of A. V. Havens,
minister of the First Christian_
Church, at jhe. morning worship
service. next Sunday.
"In this
day," said Mr. Havens in announcing the sermon, "when there
is some tendency toward foolish
r L: ta
hysteria, it ,
'coura

•••••=••••

At the morning worship hour,
10:50 o'clock and not 11 o'clock as
some seem to think, the pastor
will preach on —the Gate Into the
Kingdom" from the text: "Come,
ye blessed of my Father, inherit
the kingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world."
Matt. 25:34.
Following this short sermon, the
monthly sacrament of the Lord's
Supper will be celebrated, to which'
we invite all of God's people.
At the evening hour, still 7:30
o'clock, the pastor will preach on
"The Law of Returns" from the
text: "To hid' .that hath shall be
given and he shall abundance."
Matt. 25:29.
The Sunday-school, with Mr.
C.-A. -Hale as superintendent, begins its session at 9:30 and you and
your family ought to be present
to help this religious institution
that has done so much to make
America a great land. Our young
people meet at 6:45 and your boys
and girls might find this meeting
helpful.
The attention of the parents and
the children of the community is
called to the annual Vacation Bible
School which begins its session at
the Methodist Church on Monday
morning, June 3. Miss Kathleen
Patterson is director of the school
and she will be assisted by Mrs.
H. C. Underwood, Miss Mary Lou
Waggoner, Mrs. William Jeffrey,
Mrs. L. E. Owen, Mrs. Wildy Berry. Miss Elizabeth Rhea Finney,
and Miss Joan Butterworth.
Mrs. Loren Adams and Miss Rath
Lassiter will be in charge of
transportation. They are at liberty to call on any others in the
church for help in their work.
There will be four classes and the
sessions will be from 9 to 11 o'clock
am.
All the children of Murray are
invited . to the school.
We invite all visitors and strangers in Murray to worship with
us' at our regular services and
we hold out to them the hand of
welcome.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor

R. F. Blankenship, Pastor

tnyucn

wista to express my heartfelt
thanks to all who showed respect
during the long hours 'of waiting
and on through the burial of my
son. Cason. who died so far away.
I hope and pray that all who have
such deep sorrow may have the
comforting presence of the blessed
Savior as always comes to those
Who trust in Him.
My family /bins me in thanks.
,Mrs. Notia Maddox

Alexander Graham Dell's First Telephone
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Joe Robinson Wins First Place
In State High School Meet

Sunday, June 2, 1940

EGINNING

Dexter

Concrete to Be Placed Soon in
Navigation Lock at Kentucky Dam

News

Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Elkins and
son of Neely, Tenn., spent the
Preparations are nearly complete on in the navigation lock area,
week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
for the placing of the first concrete visitors on Open House Day will
'
Wavel Pritchett.
in the Kentucky Dam.
see one of the greatest coffer dams
Mrs. Frank Ernstberger of JackThe concrete will be placed in under construction that has ever
son is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
the navigation lock. The lock when been erected in dam construction
Edwards this week.
completed will be one' of the larg- work, as well as one of the great, Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Edwards
est single lift locks ever erected on est plants for the preparation and
and son of Arkansas spent the
any inland river in the United conveying of concrete.
week-end with, friends and rela- States. The chamber through which
The coffer dam is a temporary
tives here and at Almo.
boats will pass will be 600 feet long dam enclosing part of the river bed
Mr. and Mrs. Will Cream of and 110 feet wide, and the lock will When .the coffer dam is completed,
Arkansas spent the week-end with provide a maximum lift of 73 feet. the area it eneloses will be pumped
Mr. and Mrs. Will Eggrnan.
Following theplacing of the first_ free of water, and excavation will
Mr, and Mrs. Rosco McDaniel
co:a-Tete, the employees of the start for the foundtaions of that
and daughter, Mr. and
Tennessee Valley Authority will part of the dam which extends
i McDaniel, all of near Blakely,
hold "Open House" to the public on across the present river bed. When
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Sunday, June .9th. Between 10 a. tla_m_p_earnanent dam is completed,
Ralph McDaniel.
m. and 4 p. in. the entire construc- the coffer dam will be removed.
Mrs. Jeff Edwards spent Friday tion area will be open to visitors.
The area where the navigation
with,_ Mrs_ Ralph .PrieDaDiel.
HI hundreds -et- TVA-lock ia.heing_ built- iei _about 400 feet
Joe Jackson of Padaca'spent acting as guides. On that day visit- wide 'and about 1700 feet long.
gun:day with Mr. and Mrs. Lee ors will haire the opportunity to go Nearl* 2,000,000 cubic yards of
Mathis. '
over parts of the construction area earth and rock have been removed
Miss Beauton Casterson and Vir- which are ordinarily closed to the from that area. Two large cranes
ginia and Vivian Cleaver spent public.
have been erefiteda having booms
Friday evening with Mrs. Claud
A record breaking crowd is ex- about 125 feet in length and lifting
Thorn.
pected. Normally between 4,000 capacities of 40 tons, which are
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Edwards and 5,000 people visit the dam every used in placing the concrete in the
and son, Mrs. N. C. Woodall and Sunday. On Open House Day, forms.
The other contestants at the
Slim Joe Robinson, *pictured In
Mrs. Bell Jackson were guests of June 9th, the officials of the AuAdjoining the navigation lock
the center above) flying Colt state meet failed to gain points, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph McDaniel thority expect that about ten times area is the great concrete mixing
as
Coach Clifton Thurman's relay Friday.
ace half-milen ran off and left
that number will avail themselves and handling plant. About 1.125,- •
his 16 olaponefits to win first place team was defeated, and his miler.
Mr. and Mrs. Kennon Skaggs of of the opportunity to see the con- 000 cubic yards of concrete will he
in the half mile run at the Ken- Alexander, and hurdler, Wade Missouri and Mr. and Mrs. John struction work at first hand.
needed in -the construction of the
tucky High School track meet, in Graham, failed to place.
Dixie Skaggs of near Kirksey,
Visitors are urged to bring their dam.
Manual of Louisville won the were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clynt lunches and picnic in the extensive
•
Lexington, May 17-18.
meet, with Covington second. The Skaggs Sunday.
wooded areas around the dam.
The Training School junior did
Mrs. Ernest Andrus and daughTraining School had a total of 6
The Kentucky Dam is the greatthe hell-mile in 2:05.2, a remarkints. Ftilton, winner of the dis- ter Hattie of Paducah were in est flood control and navigation
Dexter
Sunday.
project ever undertaken east of the
able time for 'high school students. trict meet, chalked up nine.
Mrs. Lura Williams and Dick Mississippi River. More than a
Mrs. Jim Deering celebrated her
Wells of Oklahoma, Mr. and Mrs. mile and a half in length, the Ken- 76' birthday Sunday, May 26, with
Bob Padgett and son were Sun- tucky Dam is exceeded in size only a number of her relatives and
day afternoon visitors of Mr. and by the Boulder. the Grand Coulee friends. She received lovely gifts,
Mrs. Gene Woodall.
and the Fort Peck Dams --in the and a bountiful dinner was spread
Ralph McDaniel is on the sick West. It is scheduled for -comple- at the noon hour.
From Our Files
list at this writing.
tion in 1945 at a total cost, exclusive
Glad to report "Aunt Missour"
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hprgis and, of power installations of $95,000,- Wilson as some improved of a re000.
children
of
New
Providence
were
A vast open-air audience esti- ganization of county groups that
cent illness. Her daughter, Mrs.
The dam is located on the Tenmated to contain more than 3,000 will co-operate with the Kentucky guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Noah Story of Detiolt, Mich., is
nessee
River
about
22
miles
from
its
Starks
Thursday.
persons witnessed the crowning of Children's Home Society in proby her bedside.
Paducah.
mouth
at
The
dam
can
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dudley
Culpepper
the May Queen on the campus of moting
its membership
during
_,Visitors during the week-end of
Murray State Teachers College Child Welfare Week. June 1-7, is and children spent Sunday with 'be reached by taking the highway ,Mrs. D. B. Byars, who is still unconnecting Paducah, Benton, and
Tuesday afternoon. Miss Mildred being accorded the society through- their parents in Paris, Tenn.
rable to be out because of an inMr. and Mrs. Aaron Hopkins Murray, Kentucky, and turning jured knee, were Mr. and Mrs.
Beale, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. out the state, according to an—
east' on the TVA access highway
Tremon Beale, Murray, received nuuncement made by Rt. Rev. and, children of Murray were about five miles north' of Benton. J. C. Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. Odle
the crown at the annual exercises Charles E. Woodcock, of Louis- guests of Mrs. Etta Hopkins Sun- This route is concrete 'and hard Morris and children. Mr. and Mrs.
which featured national, spring, ville, state chairman of the cam- day afternoon—C. A.
surface all the way to the dam. Holton Byars. Mr. and Mrs, Arlis
special and, flower dances from paign.
Via Calvert City is a good gravel. yars.. Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Cosby
representatives of each class -of
and Roy Orr.—Golden Lock.
road.
M., -D. Holton . has accepted thea
the instiutfon. The program was chairmanship of Calloway County,
In addition to seeing the extendirected by
Miss Mary Louise and his purpose is to follow the
It pays to read oar
We take this method of express- sive construction work now going
Harkless, woman's athletic direc- state plait to secure members at
ing our thanks and appreciation
tor.
one dollar each to make up the to our friends and relatives for
total fund destined for these wards their kindness and expressions of
Mike Fair, age 68, a well known
the state.
.sympathy shown. us during the illfarrOr of' Calloway County. Suchess and death' of our 'beloved
Some of us need a laxative Medicine in the Spring
cumbed Monday night at 11 o'clock
.Almost without eirception. West wife and mother, Mrs. Jennie Hopat the home of Robert Whitnell, Kentucky bankers who attended
south of the Fair Grounds, after the annual meeting of Group One kins, who passed away April 10,
Grandma went to the woods in Laxative Ingredients — Mayapple
an extended illness of several of the Kentucky Bankers As- 1940.' Especially do we thank the the Springtime and procured roots and Phenolphthalein. It also conones that contributed the floral
months.
make a Spring Tonic t./taps Quinidine and Cinchonine to
sociation here Wednesday declared offerings.
Also do we wish to and herbs to
"
combat the type 61 Malaria most
that the siTssion was the best and thank the' physician attending her, for the whole family. Maybe
prevalent in our Southland.
Movie advertisements listed most enjoyable in the history of the funeral director in charge, need a Spring Tone-up too.
Mr. Nash. the drug manufacturer,
DYNAMITE. Cecil B. De Mille's Group One meetings. Particular the minister, and all others for
Colds of winter, dry foods, husk says he does not want one penny of
first talking picture as the fea- praise of Miirray's hospitality in their words of consolation.
of exercise 'often leave one's systeari your money if Nash's C. & L. does
ture attraction et the Capitol Thea- making the meeting a isigh sucMay each one of you be blessed in a run-down condition. Po
tre.
cess was voiced by B. L. Trevath- with the same kind of teratment last fall, or a temporary constmated not satisfy you. He says, "Try it for
art. cashier of the Bank of Mare 'When illness and death .cotries into a touch of Malaria left over from -one week, and if you are not satisfied your druggist is authorized to
condition due to lack of green foods refund your money. Call for Nash's
A revival of bafeball to its old shall County. Benton, retiring preS- your home.
ident who presided' over the sesdiet, has added to
your
winter
in
friendship
and
Such
_tokens
of
time prowess may yet be effected
C. & L. Price 50c.
sions here.
love prove a great, comfort in your distress.
For sale by all good Drug Stores
in Murray for this summer. A
dark .hours, such as these we have . If you have no organic trouble, and featured by
strong independent "team is now
Mgrriage license issued included just shared. May such blessings you no doubt, like thousands of
assured with the pledging of psi- the following:, Medi Thomas Tar- be yours in time of sorrow is our other Southerners, wiU be benefited
forms by various businesses and ry, son of Mr
Mrs. 'Eugene prayer.
by taking Nash's C. & L. Tonic and
now plans are quite definite for Tarry, Murray and Miss Louise
W. A. Iicpkins and children. Laxative. Nash's contains two good
four teams to ploy twice weekly, Linn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the games to begin at five o'clock alelus Linn. Murray, and A. B.
Austin, son of Mr. and Mrs. F. P.
in the afternoon.
Austin. and Lucille Farmer. daughSplendid cooperation in the or- ter of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Farmer.

Around Paschall
School

F

Ten Years Ago This Week

Card of Thanks •

GRANDMA WAS RIGHT

Wall;s Drugi

Starts Tomorrow!

F.FA. NEWS

Hill Billy Rambler

Training School FFA News

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Vaughn of
near Buchanan. Mr. and Mrs.
David Hutson and children also
of near Buchanan, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons,
near Macedonia._ Sunday,
Miss Susan Lax of - near Macedonia spent a few days last week
as the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willie Daniel Parker, near Cherry.
Mr. and Mrs.- Warliek Hutson
were 'dinner ,guests of Eva Mae
Williams, .near Macedonia, Sunday.
Sorry to hear of Mrs. Hathway
Bucy's getting burned with a pressure cooker Saturday-. Mrs. Bucy
is reported as doing nicely at this
writing.
brother.
Gipson and
Patricia
George, spent Saturday night and
Sunday as guests of' Susan, Velma
and John. Lax.
This is all the news for this
week but will write mope next
week.—"Curley Top". a a

We received the prize money
which we won at the FFA Field
Day at Sharpe. Each boy was
proud of his award.
We discussed plans for our summer trip in the last meeting. No
definite, place was decided upon.
but we are not planning on going to the FFA camp.
After a discussion pro and con
we decided to a let the secretary
notify each b4 by means of a
postcard when we would have a
summer meeting. We think this
is much better than to set a certain date.
We decided„..1.0 have a picnic
Friday. May 31, at 7:30 o'clock.
This is to be in the woods- just in
front of Mr. Brooks' home.. A
food committee was ap•pointed by
the vice-president. The committee is composed of the following
members: Herman K. Wicker, J.
H. Theobald, -Ralph Gingles, and
James Newport.
Because of the failure of the
Calvert City chapter to present
its radio program, it will be necessary for us to take their date. We
will broadcast over station WPAD.
Paducah. May 30, at 2 p. m.
This will- be the last weekly.news report for our Chapter. but
we will have monthly news items
from now until school open in
September. -We, hope our news
has been interesting and pleasing
for you readers. We thank, the
Ledger & Times for this opportunity.
It pays to read our Classifieds.

SENSATIONAL
3-DAY
TRADE-IN
AS MUCH AS

NO LESS THAN

GO

ALLOWANCE

ALLOWANCE

for each old tire
regardless of condition, age or make

for sods old tire
depending on size—
regardless of age.

THESE ALLOWANCES APPLY
ON ANY U. S. TIRE

Future Farmers
To Broadcast

THE U.S.TIRE

U. S. ROYAL
errif.x.e

Murray Training School's chapter of Patuae.Farmers of America
aseilf breadcast from WPAD, Paducah, Thursday afternoon, May
30, at -2 o'clock. The program is
under Prof. W. H. Brooks. agriculture head et the Training School.
Those taking part are Wade Graham, Ralph Gingles, J. H. Theobald, W. D. Adams, Paul D. Bailey,
and Herman Keys Wicker.
a

The tire that gives you:
•Greater blowout protection
*Greater skid protection
•More safe non.skid miles

THE U.S. TIRE
... and if you're looking for
the last word in mileage and
rock-bottom price
—the answer is THE i -.S.TIRE.

safet, at a

Batked by double guarantee!

U.S. ROY AL
De Law.

The World's News Seen Throu

‘

SCIENCE•NIONITOR
;, THE CHRISTIAN
Intrrnalkinal Datiy Newspaper •
55

. . the telephone has been made a worldwide medium of voice communication ...
a dependable servant, available at low cost,
to people in ail walks of life. This remarkable achievement is the result of American
organizitton-sod ingenuity.
The 21,500 Southern Bell workers bare
had an important part in this achievement.
It is"a source of satisfaction to them to know
that they, together with thousancti of other
Bell System workers,. have made it possible
for anyone today using tt Hell or Bell coo-

Elected telephone to talk to almost any 'point
in America, many foreign countries, and to
ships at sea.
Americans enjoy the best, inosi dependable
and cheapest telephone service in the world.
They are assured of its continuance because
it is the Company's policy to keep telephone
facilities and quality of service ahead of
public expectation.

An
nsational.,__....!:
is Truthful—ConstritZtive—Unbiased—Free from Se
Z.:
ism — Editorials Are Timely and Instructive and Its Daily
Features, Together with the Weekly Magarine Section, Make
•
the Monitor an Ideal Newspaper for the Home. ,

45021
The U. S. Tir'e

.
ris-tian 9eienre Publishing Society
The Cht
Onc, Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts
Price $12.00 Yearly, or $1.00 a Month.
Saturday Issue, including Magazine Section, $2.60 a Year,,
•
ery Offer, 6 Issues 25 Cents.
Introsluct.

•
•

Name

.

Address
SAMPIF COPY' ON'Irr.c.JEST

PORTER MOTOR CO.
Murray, Kentucky

West Maple

Street

Phone 97

•
•

sea -

--27:77
ar•Z

fi COPY FADED
Vie

64fts mSSIWmt

.60.16.-A116.0

411

411C-

-•
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Miss Mary Mitchell was a dintireless listeners. Several Call
guest of Miss Betty Jo Lax
ner
Stokely
Mrs.
and
Mr.
way fatks,
Thursday.
and
Mr.
daughter.
and
Stowell
Bill Simmons purchased a new
Coy Wiggins and Lee Redden of
Mrs. Ronney Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
Didn't we have a hail storm Sat- Wendell—Patterson and Mr: and car fCCelltly.
Cuba were ,-business cac"410 of
Gardens around Model Mrs. Taft PUltprson rains. to'Model
Glynn Orr Friday.
Hassel Brown lost a fine mule
te day?
Swaley tainnir the
Friday.
Marrise elaseleins.--ceaeolyn Mc- look as if they had
, Mae Simmons was
and eight of my largest young • I visited the college Monday and
Miss Perna.
d
and
Swain. Howard 114:srris
to Sulpher chickens succumbed in the deluge. saw more serious study than ever the week-end guest of her cousins,
Nell Taylor mutt)
exevery
at
They succumb tho
Wells Sunday.
for it was exam week and friv- Mr. and Mrs. WheelereDenham of
cuse from falling in the garbage olity
was forgotten temporarily Hazel.
Mrs.
Mrs. Harris Speleht and
pail to choking to death on betsy
Baseball games are played every
intent on
Hildred Johnson shopped in Paris bugs. I have an old hollow tree and every body was
Sunday afttmoon near Bud Todd's
business.
Saturday.
near by in which I deposit my
Not much news so until business store on the ,new highway near
Mrs. Travis Kennedy entertained tithe 'or - dead chicks) regularly. picks up - - - "Chatterbox"
Macedonia,
with a household shower honoring I now call it the collection box.
Mrs. Rob Duncan was a guest of
Clete
Wilson,
her -daughter., Mrs.
her sister, Mrs. Jess Dick and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spiceland
at her home Thursday. The guests had visitors from Granite City,
Dick of Macedonia Sunday afterenjoyed an informal afternoon and Ill., Friday night. Mr. and Mrs.
noon.
10-year-old
the honoree -received many lovely Marvin Nolan and daughter, MaolWilliams,
'Eron
Miss
Mrs. Maurrelle Williams and
useful gifts. A- delightful la, and a Mrs. Brewer and a son daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eunice daughter,Eron, Mrs. Mae Downey
and
party plate was served to the fol- who is employed at the Shell oil Williams of New Providence who Miss Mary Mitchell, Mrs. Errette
lowing guests: Mrs. Cratic Pas- refinery,
has been in the hospital at Rich- Williams and children, Mrs. Beauchall, Mes. Nannie Paschall, MilAs the semester closes at the mond. Ky., for the past few weeks ton Osbron and son Bobbie D.,
dred and Merelle Tarkington, Mrs.. college two of tien' neighbors will for treatment of her eyes, returned were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Enloe Tarkington, Uri Glynn Orr, come home with their degrees. twine „Seturday. Hospital Officials Charlie __Williams Sunday.
Mrs.. Terry -Morris, Mrs: - Ceylon Miss Cense:a and Mr. Junior Spice- reported
eyes Much improved.
—Kentucky Belle
Morris, Mrs. George Jenkins, Mrs. land are the lucky ones. The one
Johnnie Simmons and ton E.
Jack Key, Mrs. Nathaniel Orr, teaches while the other wants to H. were Thursday afternoon cells
To determine whether Fayette
Mrs. Lewis Brown. Mrs. Allison try aviation in the future.
ers of "Uncle Bud" Todd.
Wilson and daughter. Mrs. Doris
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons was county land needs potash, 20"Aunt Kate" Bailey is very ill
guest of her acre plots have been established
"She love', me—she loves me not--" It's a game Fred MaeMureay and Orr, Betty and Leafie Orr, Opal at this writing. She has lived a Thursday morning
Orr, Mrs. Milton Cox, Gertie Kemp. Very humbly in a little isolated aunt Linda Simmons and Mrs. on 12 farms representing all soils
Melvyn Douglas play in Columbia's hectic new comedy. "Too Many and Mrs. _Cliff Gcoorns. Several
of the county. One hundred to 200
home 'with her daughter's family Bill Simmons of Frog Creek.
Sunday
Wisehart, pounds of potash will be applied
Husbands." Wesley Ruggles' production at the Varsity Theatre
sent gifts but could not be pres- for years, but her gentleness and
and Genneth
Pete
version ent.
friends Rainey Loving, Clyde Mitchell to plots of bluegrass, red clover
and Monday. And Jean Arthur. uho is also starred in the screen
kindliness. have deawn
answers.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. from miles around.- Her nephew. Aylon McClure, Johnnie Simmons. and alfalfa.
of a W. Somerset Maugham stage success, refuses to reveal the
offend and Mrs. Rudolph Key were Mr. Mr, Tom Bell. with Mrs. Bell and John Williams, "Uncle Bud" Todd.
After all, ohmn a girl has two husbands, she doesn't %sant to
and Mrs. Terry Morris and 'fam- Mr. and Mrs. Craig Parker and and Hatten Lewis were in Murray
she!
either one of them, now does
ily, and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Mor- Samuel Adams and wife all visa- Saturday.
Miss Mary Lucille Simmons was
ris and family. Afternoon vistors ed her Sunday. I think on the
were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Paschall Sabbath I saw that weakly looking a guest of Miss Eva Mae Williams
and son and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Adams boy uprooting maple trees of Frog Creek Saturday.
PHONE 247, PLEASE
Mrs. Wiley Hatfield, who has
•
Key.
MRS. HARRY L SLEDD, Editor
and red bud to take back to the
been ill for several' months, Was
Ceylon Morris and Glynn Orr city.
were in Paris on business Friday.
We've been entertained enjoy- able to visit Mrs. Callie Shoemaker
Visitors in the home of-Mr. and ably for the past two Sundays by Monday.
Miss Annie Willis was a- Tuesday
Mrs. Oman Paschall . Sunday were the Kentucky qUartet and that
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr and baby, peppy pianist. Mrs. Taylor, at afternoon visitor of. ..Mrs. Ada
Accurately and Carefully
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins and Rushing's Creek( Model. and Nev- Ellis.
Compounded of Purest
Johnnie Simmons was in Murfamily and Mr. and Mrs. Douglas il's Creek. Guess they never get
Drugs
tired singing, and we do make ray Tuesday on business.
Vandyke and family.
I

Purycar Route 3

It's Obvious Daisies Don't Always Tell!

ONE
BIRD
to

V

ANOTI11:11

•
,

By MARTHA GARDNER

-

America is noted the world over whin_ is trimmed with a touch of
for its installment -buying- -plans}sieother color,
in which person" of small income
A survey recently conducted by
may have almost anything they
desire by making the monthly -or the Bureau of-Home- Ereinomam..in
Washington, which sent 250 trainweekly payment.
ed workers into the schools of 15
as
1940
of
With the designation
states and the Disteict of Columthe 'Travel in America" year 86 bia, was for the purpose of deUnited States railreade starting termining a better plan fur• the
gay-- 20. made peseible eeavel . ex.- sizing of children's clothing.
per.see including Pullman and allA total of 147.000 children beexpense tours with meals, hotels
and side trips. en the installment tween the ages of 4 and 17 were
measured in an effort to determbasis.
ine whether there was a standard
On trips costing $50.00 or more. size for a certain age of child.
an application for credit will be
Results of an analysis of the
acted upon within 24 hours, following a routine credit checkup. figures compiled definitely shows
No down payment will be re- that a child's • age is a poor indicaquired..and the customary service tion of the size garment that will
charge will be added for credit ac- fit him and that a combination of
the height and hip or chest meascommodation.
urements is --the soundest -basis
The last of the color evaluations upon which to buy both garments
gives you the color which is used and patterns.
However, until manufactures are
more than any other in decoration.
made conscious of- this and make
both inside and cut.
WHITE: In paint, with all due their garments with - this idea in
consideration to all colors, one mind little buying can be done in
color leads all the rest. It is the this manner. All the data colbase for most light tints. It is the lected by the survey must be
favorite- in Colonial or modern put to use, before the purchaser
setting. It is most widely used but can reap any benefit from it.
still. is surprising in its possibili.
If your family is 'getting tired
ties. It is white.
A ivhite house is the house you of eating creamed or buttered
see most nfien: Why! Because vegetables every day. Inez S. Wil(white is, light, it is stimulating. son, home economist. adveses that
bright, clean and cool. Any.-color your deep-lard kettle makes posswith ible turning ordinary vegetables
can be • used successfully
For the same reason. into delicasies. If properly fried
:Whit-E..
kitchens are white, most bathrooms in deep fat they will retain their
have white equipment white trim_ nutrients and be easily digested
In living and dining rooms, white by the normal person.
has a great vogue right now..-it . Deep frying is a simple prois a perfect setting for any color, cedure and lard is an excellent
be that color in carpet, furniture. frying medium, because it is ecbietures, or in all three.
onomical and also adds flavor and
White reflects more light more riehness `fe 'foods.
heat than.. any oilier color. A
A temperature of 375 degrees F.
white enamel is the acme of clean- is considered best- for deep-fat
So for any very dark frying vegetables. This temperliness.
rooms, be sure to give white con- ature is high but is below the
sideration: If you are ever in_ smoking point of lard. Lard should
doubt about- a .ceiling color, use never ..be, heated to the smoking
white: For white is the best -light stage. The-use of .a deep-fat therreflector. always a - safe color for mometer is 'the ideal way of telling
the ceiling regardless of thi;
the terririerature of trer-fat.--1Kut it
walls. With deep tone wall a one-inch cube of bread dropped
colon, white also takes on added into hot lard browns in 40 secimportance as_an incidental color. onds, the temperature of the lard
Porch furniture: nursery • pieces.• is about 70 degrees F.. which - is
odd chairs are not..only attractive a guide.
. •in white but-elotiesly les when the
Mnst wg'etaintet are better - if

!••

I

Across the River

Cedar Knob News

1

Prescriptions

I

Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.
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CHILDREN

BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
27e
Holidays
Mrs. Gingles LOWER FLOOR, Night, Sundays.
330
and Holidays
Frank Kirk
were Mrs
Mrs. Everett
Miss Estelle

Burgess Parker, Jr.,
Wallis and Mrs. Ed
Those sending gifts
the
Thomas Banks. Jr..
The Alpha Department of
Woman's Club held the last meet- Ward Outland and
Saturday
year
Houston.
current
ing of the
afternoon in the home of Mrs. C. L.
Sharbormigh with Mrs. Joe T. Club Has
Dutch Luncheon
Lovett, Mrs. E. S. Diuguid, Jr., and
Mrs. H. I. Sledd as co-isostesses.
Thursday Bridge Club enThe
Mrs. E. J. Beale. chairman, pre- joyed a Dutch luncheon last week
sided over the business session dur- at the home of Mrs J. R. Williams.
ing which the following officers Mrs_ Williams was presented a surwere elected for next year: Mrs. prise household shower, and sunBeale. chairman; Mrs. A. B. Austin. shine frie_nd gifts were exchanged.,
vice-chairman; Mrs. F. D. Mellen.
Bridge was played in the after__pad „ereaeurer. The pro- noon and the high score prize was
gram committee Was apPointed as awarded Mrs. R. A. Wearrere and
follows: Mrs. G. T. Hicks. Mrs. J. the travel prize to Mrs. Everett
H. Coleman, Miss Berne Manor, Ward Outland.
Miss Jane Haseldort, and Miss Alice
Only members were present.
• •• • •
Waters.
—
after...
Attie' -and Chatter Club
The gueSt speaker for the
Holds Meeting
noonwas Miss,Ruth Hepburn who
gave an interesting discussion on
Mrs. Charlie Hale was hostess
-- Handicraft'', illustrating her talk
to, the
with examples of pottery, tying laet Thursday afternoon at her
Club
and dying and other articles which Stitch and Chatter
street.
had been made in the college art home on North Sixth
chlb voted to - buy and make a
department.
layette for the refugees in Euneae.
ADMISSION—I0c and 16c
A salad course was served at and are having an all day meeting
ehe conclusion of the program.
today. May 30. at the home of Mrs.
— -1 .Guests of the club included Miss Owen West, at which time the
Hepburn. Mrs. W. H. Briggs of sewipg will be done.
Memphis, Miss Rebecca Holmes of
A delightful party plate was servLe x'peton. Ky.. and Mrs. Ben ed at the conclusion of the afterGrogan.
.
neon to members and the following guests: Mrs. J. W. Stitt of
with
Meets
Club
Clarksdale. Miss., and Mrs. EQwey
Mrs. Purdom
Jones.
.
,
Mrs. Wells Purdom was at home
Friday afternoon to members of her Easly-Boyd Wedding
solemnized May Eighteenth
bridge club and ,the following
guests: Mrs. V.". H. Graham of New
A wedding of much interest to
GraForeman
York_City and Mrs.
their many friends and relatives,
t
ham. . ,
that
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield. Jr.. throughout the countywas
Boyd,
was awarded the prize for high of Mri. Mary Easly to Ocus
Saturday
score and' Mrs. Clifford Melugin which strati solemnized
evening. May 18, at .8 o'clock at
for low score.
A - delightful salad plate was the home of the Rev. Boykin.
served at the conclusion of the Puryear. Tenn.', in the presenee .of
the immediate families.
game. •
Mrs. Boyd is a daughter of Mr.
Mrs. Rayburn is
and Mirs. Joe Paschall and is an
LLOYD NOLAN • KA
06115
Complimented
eratiloyeaof the J. E. Littleton•store
RICHARD CLARKE . Ell BLOKE
in Murray. Mr. Boyd. who is a
given Satur- prominent young farmer of the
was
party
simper
A
ONSLOW STEVENS
p
Rudy's cafe by Sinking Sprilig vicinity. is •a son
at
evening
day
'
A 500• C•otvry-f PKIvte
members of her bridge and - birth- of Mr. and Mrs. John Boyd.
e honoring Mrs. Waylon
• • • • •
day clubs
who will leave the latter Miss Marrs To Become
Rayburn
lan
I
•••-••— —
to
Louisville
fur
week
the
of
-parrBride Of Mr. Cosby
make her ' home.
The tuesta were seated at- one
The wedding of Miss Sara Marrs,
long table where the delicious daughter of Rev'. 0. A. Mars's,
menu_ wns served. A surprise Union City, Tenn.. and John Cosdkerchief -shower Was present- by, son of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
ed the honoree.
FiAby of Mayfield, will be solemnThose present were Mrs. Ray- ized 9n Monday. 'June 17. The
burn, Mrs. 0erriett -Jones, Mrs. Roy morning wedding will be in the
Farmer. Mrs. •John Farmer.. Mrs.
in "the presence
Graves Sledd. Mrs. Robert S. Jones. home of the bridefriends:
Mrs. John Whitnell..Mrs. J. B. Wil- of a few close
The young couple will make
son. Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Mrs.
their home it State College. Pa.,
v.-Are—Mr. Cosby has accepted a
position. as special research asdapped into an egg mixture, then
sistant to Dr. F. C. Whitmore,
into crumbe -before they are put
Deen of the School of Chemistry
the hot lard. The egg can be
—7,77.0•1!7% in
and Physics at Pennsylvania State
ea diluted with the vegetable. liquor
.0•6-"•4'.
College. He will be in charge* of
a if a canned evegetable is used or
Petroletirn Institute
with milk if Ireeh vegetables are an American
ajsEt.._
eaa fried.
7777,
Either cracker crumbs or fine
breed crumbs may be used... The
a'ea vegetable is rolled first in the
crumbs, then ..in the egg mixture
Mr. and Mrs. Payton Nance ana
and again in crumbs.
children. Sue and James. visited
Vegetables of soft' consistency. Mr. and Mrs. Chester Yarbrough
as asparagus tips. are deep- of neer Cherry Sunday.
r
more"successfully it
lard fried
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton RoMnson
chilled after dipping anci -befere and children. Mildred Jane and
putting into the hot lard.
James were Sunday dinner guests
Onion rings may be French- of Mr. and Mrs. Less Kirkland.
fried nicely by soaking in milk
Mrs. Mattie Wilson of Largo,
for one-half hour then dipping in Fla., and Mrs_ Amon Adams are
seasoned flour. They're particu- guests of their__ brother, Andrew
larla_excellent with liver or steak. Osbron and family 'for a few days.
Cauliflower or carrots should t•O• Sorry to learn that Dave Alton's
cooked .- Slightly before • deep-lard condition is tin better. He is a
frying. Among vegetables which patient at 'the Mason hospital.
can be- tried -in deep lard are Mr. and Mrs. Russel Neece were
asparagus,
carrots.
cauliflower. Sunday afternoon visitors of ,_Anparsnips, Onions, sweet potatoes. drew Otbron and family.
while potatoes, long -green beans.
Jeltin Owens and wife' were.visitegg-plant, and slices of green re- ore of his aunt, Mrs. Anna Morrie,
per.
..
recently.
/
Preparing vegetables in this way.., Well for fear "Eagle" is gettuig
adds' a bit' of, well. perhaps it's tired of reeding of the visitors,
arietocracy, to serving them.__Vei
.e lI wilrelose.-fJackie.
are a treat .to be sure, but suc
.
•
Phone 55 •
delightful change and so etsy to, Five electric brooders are being
do that. wesgan afford to treat our j used in Mason cieiney• though most
*
'
families, regularly. •
Terme-Venn-jai' brick -brooders.
...
Alpha Department Meets
Saturday Afternoon

VARSITY

TODAY AND FRIDAY
A

toe
CHILDREN
ADULTS—Balcony. Matinee Except
ito
Sundays and Holidays
Lower Floor, matinees, Itxeepii
Sundays and Holidays

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

story of turbulent love...bring-

ing together the emotional intensity
of George Raft and the smoldering

beauty of Joan Bennett.

•

CAPIT

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY •
oggli

THE
,01 NAN WHO
WOULDN'T
\ TALK

c,E7,13
14
- this
V'ites

I

tewh:

LET
KLUGE
DO IT!

-

Cross Road News

What'would you think if you got brie of
your own letters? 'Would you say: "New
thaCs what I call modern stationery
Or, "Wonder what kind of a horse-and- buggy outfit this is!" Impressions are
V.
important, and effective stationery is
good adverting. . Why not let us submit
some new designs?

LEDGER & ilMES

oiii.rt.r„
GEORGE

RAFT • 10AN BENNETT

TheHOUSE ACROSS&BAY
with

LLOYD NOLAN • GLADYS GEORGE
and WALTER PIDGEON

SATURDAY ONLY
HE'S RIDING FOR A FALL
. . for the most
beautiful wildcat
that ever trapped
man'Aelboattl

Wesley Ruggles,
distinguished
director, gives
you his greatest
laugh hit!

WESLEY RUGGLES'

Zane Grey's

"KNIGHTS
OF THE
RANGE"

with
Victor lory
Ha/den •
MacDonald
Russell
Farrell
• I. LeiNyS•lande.
lean Parker
PRODUCTION
0,rected by
SHERMAN
HARRY
twom••..t. •.ttur•
A

Ter Nail

bit/A

JEAN
FRED

-

MELVYN

MAMMY*DOUGLAS

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Deep in the fabulous

HOWARD SPRING'S GREAT
NOVEL THAT ENCHANTED
A MILLION READERS

diamond mines of
South Africa where
life is cheap and
only the gleaming white stones
are held dear...
a game of hearts
is played—with
.giincticids

trump!
c,

".

The joys and inconsistencies of love
in the story of a woman who held
in her passionate heart both o father
and son.,, • -

EDWARD SMAll pres•nts
Madeleine

Brian

CARROLL
AHERNE
Louis HAY WARD
wo. John toder • Nige; Bruce: Elizabeth Patterson

MY SON,MY SON!

Cecil Kellaway • Directed by.Gifpf0DIE FITZ141•UW,CE

Ritlecitid thru UNITED ARTISTS
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